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ABSTRACT 
Previous research has found that skilled and less-skilled readers 
differ in their ability to incorporate aurally encountered words into 
their personal lexicons . The primary purpose of this study was to 
corroborate and expand these results. In addition, the present project 
investigated the associations among reading skill, vocabulary 
knowledge , and two phonological processes : verbal working memory and 
lexical access. 
Data from 105 fourth-grade students were analyzed for this 
study. Each student took part in an experimental word learning 
procedure and completed three memory measures, two lexical access 
measures, and a test of basic reading skills. Data from subsets of 28 
skilled readers and 26 less-skilled readers were analyzed . Reading 
groups were found to differ in measures of achieved vocabulary, verbal 
working memory, and on one measure of lexical access. Group 
differences in experimental vocabulary acquisition were obtained; less-
skilled readers required more trials and made more errors in the word 
learning condition, even when previous vocabulary achievement was 
statistically controlled. Reading groups also differed on measures of 
short-term and long-term recall of the phonological content of the 
words . Groups did not differ in their semantic knowledge of the words. 
To better understand the processes underlying these results, data 
from the entire set of 105 students were analyzed. Reading ability, 
achieved vocabulary, and underlying phonological processes were 
evaluated as predictor factors in vocabulary learning. Working memory 
tasks, along with reading ability, predicted the acquisition task. 
Reading skill also predicted the other phonologically sensitive task, 
long-term retrieval. Prior vocabulary knowledge predicted semantic 
aspects of word retention. 
When the achievement measures (i.e., reading and vocabulary) 
were not entered into the analyses, a complex measure of memory 
capacity, along with a lexical access task predicted vocabulary learning, 
as well as performance on the short-term recognition and definition 
measures. Nonsense word repetition was the most important predictor 
for long-term retention of the acquired words. 
The vocabulary training took place in two sessions. Additional 
analyses explored the possibility that the groups were differentially 
hampered by the first learning task during the second learning session. 
Both groups demonstrated some interference effects, but the 
performance of the less-skilled readers was significantly more impaired 
during the second learning phase. Other post-hoc analyses explored the 
relative contributions of the phonological processing variables to 
decoding and word identification. In contrast to studies which used 
graphological symbol naming as a measure of lexical access, the current 
study (which used a fairly difficult rapid naming task), did not find that 
this measure predicted word identification. 
Findings support previous research which indicated that skilled 
and less-skilled readers differ on vocabulary learning, even when words 
are taught aurally. The pattern of results points to particular difficulty 
with the phonological aspects of vocabulary acquisition. Performance 
on verbal working memory and lexical access tasks accounted for 
modest but significant portions of the variance in new word learning. 
These results have implications for both vocabulary and content 
area instruction with poor readers . Instructional modifications, as well 
as training in phonological processes which relate to both reading and 
vocabulary skill, were recommended as potential remedial and 
instructional tools. 
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Research in the field of reading disability has led to the 
hypothesis that this disorder results from deficits in language 
processing (Catts, 1989; Liberman & Shankweiler, 1985; Stanovich, 
1988; Vellutino, 1981; Vellutino & Scanlon, 1987). The cognitive 
deficits of those with reading problems generally extend beyond a 
difficulty in reading to a number of language abilities. For example, 
poor readers have been shown to differ from good readers on measures 
of phonological awareness (for reviews see Liberman & Shankweiler, 
1985; Stanovich, 1988; and Wagner & Torgesen, 1987), lexical access 
(for a review see Wolf, 1990), and verbal working memory (for a review 
see Brady, 1991). 
It is therefore likely that poor readers will also have difficulty 
with other language tasks, such as vocabulary acquisition, which rely 
on these same language abilities. As anticipated, poor readers 
consistently score below their peers on measures of achieved vocabulary 
(Kail & Leonard, 1986; Vellutino & Scanlon, 1987). Although deficits 
on receptive vocabulary measures, such as the Peabody Picture 
Vocabulary Test-Revised (PPVT-R) (Dunn & Dunn, 1981) have been 
found, differences are particularly pronounced when vocabulary tasks 
require production (i.e., naming) (Rubin, Zimmermann, & Katz, 1989; 
Simmons & Kameenui, 1990; Snowling, Van Wagtendonk, & Stafford, 
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1988). Further, reading-group differences in vocabulary achievement 
become greater with age (Vellutino & Scanlon, 1987). 
This increasing disparity, which may occur because of differences 
both in reading experience (Eldridge, Quinn, & Butterfield, 1990; 
Krashen, 1989; Stanovich, West & Cunningham, 1991) and in 
underlying phonological skills (Aguiar & Brady, 1991; Kahmi, Catts, & 
Mauer, 1990), no doubt has negative effects as the child progresses 
through the academic curriculum. Much of what a child learns in 
school is dependent upon previous learning, including acquired 
vocabulary. Children who have impoverished vocabularies may 
therefore find it increasingly difficult to comprehend unfamiliar 
material (Beck, Perfetti, & McKeown, 1982). 
A further consequence of vocabulary deficits which increase with 
age concerns the identification of children with reading disability. 
Current law in many states requires an ability-achievement 
discrepancy, and IQ scores may be influenced by vocabulary 
performance or even estimated solely by vocabulary measures. 
Therefore, some children who need services may not receive them 
because of language deficits which may effect both reading skills and 
vocabulary knowledge . Because poor readers do relatively worse than 
good readers on measures of productive vocabulary (Rubin et al., 1989; 
Simmons & Kameenui, 1990), they may score lower than normally 
3 
reading peers on tests requiring word production - such as the Riddles 
subtest of the Kaufman Assessment Battery for Children (Kaufman & 
Kaufman, 1983), or definition - such as the Vocabulary subtest of the 
Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children-III (Wechsler, 1974), despite 
comparable knowledge on tests requiring them to demonstrate receptive 
knowledge of a word. Therefore, inconsistencies in the identification of 
reading disabled children may result from the choice of measures being 
used to assess ability. In addition, older poor readers even reveal 
deficits on easier receptive vocabulary measures , pointing to the 
increasing gap in vocabulary knowledge between skilled and less-skilled 
readers (Vellutino & Scanlon, 1987; Curley, 1993). Consequently, as 
reading-disabled students become older , and vocabulary deficits widen, 
they may no longer meet the achievement-IQ discrepancy required to 
receive remedial services. 
In sum, it has often been observed that in comparison to good 
readers, poor readers demonstrate reduced vocabulary proficiency. 
Although there have been some suggestions that this is the 
consequence of less experience with text, a new area of research 
indicates that other factors, specifically underlying language skills, may 
also play a role in vocabulary acquisition , even for words introduced 
aurally. The present study was undertaken to extend this research on 
lexical acquisition and reading disability and to explore cognitive bases 
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of vocabulary learning differences between good and poor readers. The 
importance of vocabulary knowledge both for school performance and 
for the allocation of special education services indicates that this 
research is of practical significance as well as being theoretically 
interesting. 
Before describing the current study, the research pertaining to 
the association between reading and vocabulary achievement will be 
briefly reviewed. In addition, in order to clarify the possible link 
between underlying phonological processes and the ability to acquire 
new vocabulary items, background research on verbal working memory 
and on lexical access will be discussed. Next, the paper presents the 
hypotheses and procedures of the study, followed by the results of the 
statistical analysis and by a discussion of the theoretical and practical 
implications of the findings. 
Vocabulary Development and Experiences with Written Text 
Several hypotheses have been proposed to explain the association 
between reading ability, vocabulary knowledge, and experience with 
text. One hypothesis states that reading ability is contingent upon 
vocabulary knowledge. Those with better vocabularies are able to 
comprehend more and become proficient readers, while those with 
impoverished vocabulaiies comprehend less and remain poor readers. 
Supporting this, pre-readers performance on a measure of vocabulary at 
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age five has been positively correlated with reading skills in the second-
grade (Scarborough, 1989). Furthermore, when many words of a 
passage are unknown to the reader, recall of text diminishes (Beck, 
Perfetti, & McKeown, 1982). Correspondingly, vocabulary instruction 
intended to heighten depth of understanding and fluency has been 
shown to improve reading (McKeown, Beck, Omanson & Perfetti 1983; 
Stahl, 1983). 
Perfetti (1985) has suggested that when many words are 
unknown , new text is insufficiently linked with previous text, leading to 
faulty integration and recall. However, Perfetti (1985) cautions against 
using these results in a causal model of reading disability. Such an 
explanation must rest on the unlikely assumption that low-ability 
readers regularly attempt text with unfamiliar words. Also, reading 
ability differences are present even when all of the words encountered 
in text are familiar (Perfetti, 1985). Finally, it is unlikely that 
vocabulary differences could be responsible for the differences which 
occur between good and poor readers on the task of decoding nonsense 
syllables (Holligan & Johnson, 1988; Rack, Olson & Snow ling, 1992; 
Snowling, 1981; Vellutino & Scanlon, 1987). It is therefore probable 
that other factors exist which correlate with and underlie both reading 
skill and achieved vocabulary. 
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A second hypothesis which pertains to both reading skill and 
vocabulary knowledge states that poor readers read less , and therefore 
have fewer opportunities to encounter unfamiliar words. In fact, the 
vocabulary development of poor readers could be hampered by less 
exposure to print; there are indications that reading ability and reading 
experience are correlated (Stanovich , West, & Cunningham, 1991) and 
that extensive reading experiences positively influence vocabulary 
growth (Eldredge, Quinn, & Butterfield , 1990; Krashen , 1989). 
A third hypothesis states that poor readers are less able to 
incorporate words encountered in text into the mental lexicon. This 
hypothesis has received support from research from very different 
perspectives. Learning disability researchers have sometimes focused 
on the differential use of study strategies by disabled and non-disabled 
students. Production deficiencies (i.e., deficient use of learning 
strategies) have been cited as causative in the achievement differences 
of good and poor readers (for a review see Griswold, Gelzheiser, & 
Shepard, 1987). To test this hypothesis, Griswold et al.(1987) gave 
learning disabled and non-disabled eighth-graders (selected to differ on 
a measure of reading comprehension ) the task of learning vocabulary 
items presented in print . The subjects were given words and 
definitions to study and were then tested on their knowledge of the 
words. Poor readers performed less well on this task than did their 
better reading peers. However, differences in study time and 
observable study strategies were not present; the supposition that 
production deficiencies accounted for achievement differences was not 
supported (Griswold et al., 1987). 
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The hypothesis that poor readers are less able to learn words 
encountered in text has also been strengthened by research on 
incidental vocabulary expansion through reading. Jenkins, Stein, and 
Wysocki (1984) conducted a study to investigate the effect of multiple 
exposures to unfamiliar words encounter in text . When the subjects 
(fifth-grade students) were tested (two or more days later), poor readers 
were able to demonstrate knowledge of fewer of the new words than 
were good readers. However, this pattern has not always been 
observed. Nagy, Anderson, and Herman (1987) conducted a study with 
eighth-grade students to investigate learning unfamiliar words from 
text. Subjects read unfamiliar words in context and were tested on 
them six days later. Overall, they found small but reliable learning 
effects; yet, in contrast to their expectations, reading ability was not a 
significant factor in acquiring vocabulary from text. 
A third line of research has been conducted examining the 
relationship between working memory, reading skill, and the ability to 
extract the meaning of new words found in text. This research 
indicates that poor readers are less successful at learning the meaning 
of unfamiliar words in text (Daneman & Green, 1986). The work of 
Daneman and Green (1986) specifically implicated verbal working 
memory as a factor in vocabulary acquisition from text. 
In sum, the relationship between reading ability and vocabulary 
knowledge appears to be bi-directional. Although reading problems 
cannot be accounted for simply by deficiencies in vocabulary, research 
indicates that poor readers are often hampered by vocabulary 
inadequacies. These findings suggest that vocabulary development 
may be impaired partly as a consequence of reduced exposure to print, 
and that this may further impede efforts to comprehend text. In 
addition, recent findings are compatible with the hypothesis that the 
vocabulary problems of poor readers may stem from an underlying 
deficit in verbal working memory. This hypothesis will be more fully 
discussed in the following section. 
Reading Ability and Verbal Working Memory 
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The verbal working memory differences between good and poor 
readers have been well documented (for a review see Brady, 1991). 
Good and poor readers have been found to perform differently on tasks 
which specifically tap phonological aspects of verbal working memory. 
Poor readers are less accurate on tasks which require the subject to 
repeat words or nonsense words as well as on tasks in which subjects 
are asked to hold verbal stimuli for a short time span before recalling 
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them (e.g., Brady, 1986; Brady, Shankweiler, & Mann, 1983; Jorm, 
1983; Katz, Shankweiler, & Liberman, 1981; Liberman, Mann, 
Shankweiler, & Werfelman, 1982; Snowling, Goulandris, Bowlby & 
Howell, 1986). A number of studies have found that poor readers 
demonstrate less proficiency with the phonological processes employed 
for such tasks (Brady, Mann, & Schmidt 1987; Katz et al., 1981; 
Vellutino, Scanlon, & Tanzman 1988) . Furthermore, Stone (1992), 
found that third-grade poor readers performed significantly worse than 
both third-grade good readers and second-grade reading-level controls 
on verbal memory and speed production tasks, suggesting that disabled 
readers suffer from an underlying deficit rather than from a 
maturational lag. 
Although much research has concentrated on the differences 
which emerge when good and poor readers are required to perform 
relatively simple memory span tasks, differences on rote recall tasks do 
not always emerge (Turner & Engle, 1989). Digit span, for instance, is 
a particularly inconsistent predictor of reading ability. However, tasks 
with unfamiliar stimuli, such as non-word repetition, have been found 
to distinguish good and poor readers (Stone, 1992). Likewise, when the 
demands of verbal span tasks are increased, the relationship between 
verbal working memory and reading disability becomes more robust 
(Turner & Engle, 1989). Many studies have used relatively complex 
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tasks which require material to be encoded, manipulated, briefly stored, 
and retrieved (i.e., being asked to verify the veracity of a series of 
simple sentences while at the same time having to retain the last word 
of each sentence for recall). Poor readers consistently perform less well 
on such tasks than do good readers. This has been demonstrated both 
with children (Siegel, 1988; Siegel & Ryan, 1989) and adults (Baddeley, 
Logie, Nimmo-Smith & Brereton, 1985; Daneman & Carpenter, 1980; 
Perfetti, 1985). Interestingly, this kind of memory task has been found 
to be significantly correlated with achieved vocabulary in adults 
(Baddeley et al, 1985; Daneman & Green , 1986). 
Deficiencies in phonological processing related to working 
memory capacity also affect comprehension of aurally encountered 
sentences (Futransky, 1992; Mann, Cowin , & Schoenheimer, 1989; 
Perfetti, 1985; Shankweiler & Crain , 1987). Similarly, children's verbal 
working memory performance correlates with their ability to extract 
meaning from written text (Daneman, 1988). Although simple verbal 
working memory tasks are not always highly correlated with initial 
reading skills, it may be that these memory deficits are more strongly 
related to the comprehension difficulties that some poor readers 
demonstrate during later stages of reading (Pennington, Van Orden, 
Kirshon, & Haith, 1991). 
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The verbal memory deficits characteristic of poor readers may 
impede word learning in at least two ways. First, deficits in forming 
and retaining a short-term phonological representation of a newly 
encountered item may impede long-term retention of the word . Indeed, 
deficiencies in phonological memory have been implicated in lexical 
acquisition deficits. Baddeley, Papagno, and Vallar (1988) have 
reported the of case an adult patient with a severe deficit in 
phonological memory who had extreme difficulty learning nonsense 
words. 
Further evidence of a link between phonological memory and 
vocabulary acquisition has been obtained by Gathercole and Baddeley 
(1989). Four-year old children with poor memories had smaller 
receptive vocabularies than those children with better memories. A 
year later, the children who initiall y had poor phonological recall scores 
showed less vocabulary gain than those who initially had better 
memory scores, even when the analysis statistically controlled for 
original vocabulary knowledge. In a second study, Gathercole and 
Baddeley (1990 ) found that children who differed on a verbal memory 
measure (i.e., non-word repetition) also performed dissimilarly on a 
task of learning names. 
A second way in which memory weaknesses can affect word 
learning is related to the ability to comprehend new definitions and to 
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integrate the new word into the mental lexicon. Daneman and Green 
(1986) demonstrated a correlation in adults between working memory 
and the ability to extract the meaning of unfamiliar words encountered 
in text. Those adults with a smaller verbal memory capacity were less 
able to incorporate new words encountered in text. · 
Reading Ability and Lexical Access 
A second phonological process may relate to individual 
differences in vocabulary acquisition. In order to learn a newly 
encountered word, a phonological representation must be created in 
working memory. If the word is to be retained for a longer duration, it 
is of course necessary to store both the phonological and semantic 
information in the lexicon. While the phonological representation in 
working memory will have consequences for the nature of this 
representation in the lexicon, it is also possible that difficulties in 
acquiring new vocabulary items may stem from processes entailed in 
storage 01~ retrieval from the lexical system. Indeed, good and . poor 
readers have been found to differ on measures of lexical access (i.e., the 
ability to retrieve the phonological representation of a word from the 
mental lexicon). For instance, poor readers are able to name fewer 
objects on tasks of confrontational naming (Denckla & Rudel, 1976a; 
Snowling, Van Wagtendonk & Stafford, 1988; Wolf, 1982). 
Poor readers are also slower on tasks of Rapid Automatized 
Naming or R.A.N. (Denckla & Rudel, 1976b; Denckla, Rudel, & 
Broman, 1978; Wolf, Bally, & Morris, 1986). These tasks require the 
subject to name a series of repeated pictures, digits, letters, or colors. 
Poor readers are slower to access the correct words. 
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A longitudinal study (Wolf, 1984 ) indicated that these differences 
in naming performance found in kindergarten children are predictive of 
later reading achievement . Although by second grade the correlations 
between naming speed and reading level are less robust, older children 
identified as poor readers continue to demonstrate a particular 
deficiency in naming graphological symbols (Davis & Spring, 1990; 
Stanovich, 1985; Wolf et al. 1986), and this deficiency is most 
pronounced in the children with the greatest reading difficulties 
(Ackerman , Dykman & Gardiner, 1990 ). 
Similarly, poor readers do less well than good readers when 
asked to retrieve semantically related words. Differences between 
groups have been found when subjects have been required to name in 
one minute as many objects in a category as possible (Wolf, 1982). 
Working memory, which has been previously related to reading 
ability, may also be related to accessing words in the lexicon. Daneman 
and Green (1986 ) asked subjects to produce a synonym for a particular 
word in a given sentence. Those with lower working memories were 
slower at this task than those with better memories. 
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Although the relationship between naming ability and reading 
level is inconsistent, differences in naming ability have repeatedly been 
documented between groups of good and poor readers. It may therefore 
be informative to explore the relationship between lexical access and 
vocabulary learning. 
Vocabulary Acquisition and Reading Ability: Preliminary Evidence 
Little research has been conducted to study vocabulary 
acquisition in relation to reading ability. In one of the few studies 
exploring this issue, Nelson and Warrington (1980) briefly reported 
differences between good and poor readers on a task of learning new 
words. 
Kahmi et al. (1990) explored the relative abilities of good and 
poor second- and third-grade readers to learn new words in the context 
of a game. They found that the poor readers made more errors and 
required more trials than did the good readers. They suggested that 
the problems experienced by the poor readers were related to encoding 
difficulties rather than to production difficulties. 
In addition, a preliminary study to the present project explored 
lexical acquisition by fourth-graders (Aguiar & Brady, 1991). Using a 
paired associate design , children learned six novel words. Results 
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indicated that reading skill (decoding) was a better predictor of 
successfully learning new words than was I.Q .. Compared to good 
readers, poor readers required more trials to learn the phonological 
representation of new words, and made more pronunciation errors. 
Poor readers also recognized fewer of the words when retested. In 
contrast, the reading groups did not differ in their ability to define the 
words immediately after having learned them. Thus, despite the 
relative difficulty poor readers demonstrated in learning the 
phonological representations of the new concepts, they were as able as 
good readers to understand and to retain new semantic concepts. This 
pattern of results suggests that the lexical acquisition difficulties of 
poor readers are associated with underlying phonological deficits rather 
than with deficits in conceptual or semantic processes . 
The results of this study are intriguing but need to be replicated 
and expanded upon for several reasons. First, the sample size was 
fairly small (n=56). Second, although all of the children learned the 
words to a given criterion, few of the children were able to recall the 
words after a very short delay. This may have occurred because the 
children had pictorial cues available during the acquisition stage, but 
not during the short-term retrieval task. Nonetheless, one could 
question whether the items truly had attained lexical status. 
Correspondingly, because of the poor performance of all children on the 
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retrieval task, the issue of reading-group differences in long-term 
retention of vocabulary items could not be fully examined. Third, 
underlying phonological processes, such as verbal working memory and 
lexical access, were not assessed in the study. Examining the 
relationship of these processes to vocabulary acquisition may be helpful 
in understanding the origins of reading group differences. 
Summary of Study Justification 
Poor readers demonstrate weaknesses in vocabulary 
achievement. Recent evidence suggests that these vocabulary 
limitations may stem from linguistic deficits, as well as from reduced 
experience with text. In particular, re search findings are compatible 
with the hypothesis that poor readers have underlying phonological 
deficits which contribute to difficulties with lexical acquisition and 
retrieval. 
These phonological deficits of poor readers , which include poor 
performance on measures of both verbal working memory and lexical 
access, could make it more difficult for poor readers to accurately 
encode and/or retrieve new lexical items . Furthermore, the studies 
reviewed in the previous sections provide preliminary evidence that 
poor readers are less proficient at vocabulary acquisition even when 
words are presented aurally. This suggests that the problem is not 
merely a consequence of poorer reading skills. The limited number of 
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studies that have been done indicate that poor readers have particular 
difficulty acquiring the phonological representations of new words. 
This pattern of results points to a phonological basis for vocabulary 
acquisition difficulties. The findings of preliminary studies need to be 
replicated and extended in order to investigate whether reading groups 
differ in long-term retention of acquired words. It would also be 
worthwhile to pursue this line of study in order to explore the 
relationship between lexical acquisition and the basic phonological 
processes tapped in verbal working memory and lexical access tasks. 
Further research on these issues may help to explain some of the 
increasing differences in achievement found between good and poor 
readers as they progress through the educational system. In addition , 
a better understanding of the bases of vocabulary deficits may facilitate 
the development of effective educational and remedial strategies to aid 
disabled readers. 
Project Description 
In this study a second investigation of the relationship between 
vocabulary acquisition and reading ability with fourth-grade children 
was conducted. The goal was to confirm whether success at lexical 
acquisition of aurally presented words is significantly related to level of 
reading achievement. In addition, to begin to investigate the basis of 
reading-group differences in word learning, the relationship between 
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phonological processes (verbal working memory and lexical access) and 
vocabulai-y acquisition was assessed. 
The procedure used in Aguiar and Brady (1991) was modified 
and extended as follows. The training sessions were increased to two; 
this permitted more sampling of each individual's word learning 
behavior, and allowed fewer words to be taught per session. It was 
hoped that including fewer words per session would facilitate retention 
and enable measurement of long-term recall. To improve the power of 
the experiment, both the number of subjects studied (105) and the 
number of words taught (eight) was increased. Also, procedural 
differences between learning and response conditions were minimized. 
To examine the word learning ability of the subjects, several 
aspects of word learning were assessed and analyzed. These included: 
Training: 
1) the number of trials necessary for learning the 
phonological forms of the words to criterion 
2) the number of phonological errors produced in learning the 
words 
Short-term Retention (immediately after training): 
3) phonological form: 
a) recall - accuracy in recalling the words 
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b) recognition - accuracy in recognizing the correct pictorial 
referent for the words 
4) semantic content: 
completeness and accuracy in defining the words 
Long-term Retention (seven to ten days after training): 
5) phonological form: 
a) recall - accuracy in recalling the words 
b) recognition- accuracy in recognizing the correct pictorial 
referent for a word 
6) semantic content: 
completeness and accuracy in defining the words 
It was predicted that: 
Training: 
1) Performance on the training measures (trials to criterion, 
errors during training) would correlate positively with 
reading achievement. Less-skilled readers would require 
more trials and make more errors than would good 
readers. 
2) It was also predicted that scores on the training measures 
would be positively correlated with performance on the 
verbal working memory and lexical access measures . 
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Likewise it was predicted that level of ability on these 
phonological processes would account for significant 
proportions of the variance in word-learning ability. 
Short-term Retention (immediately after training): 
3) phonological form: 
a) The ability to accurately recall the phonological labels 
for the newly learned words would correlate positively with 
reading achievement. Less-skilled readers would be less 
accurate at reproducing the phonological forms of the 
words. 
b) Similarly, poor readers were expected to do less well on 
recognizing pictorial referents for the words. 
4) It was also predicted that the scores on the short-term 
retention tasks of the phonological form would be 
positively correlated with performance on the working 
memory and lexical access tasks. 
5) semantic content: 
it was predicted that poor readers would not differ from 
good readers in the completeness or accuracy of their 
semantic knowledge of the trained forms. It was also 
expected that there would be only weak correlations 
between the phonological processing measures and 
definition scores. 
Long-term Retention (seven to ten days after training): 
6) phonological form: 
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a) The ability to accurately recall the phonological labels 
for the words learned the previous week would correlate 
positively with reading achievement. Less-skilled readers 
would be less accurate at reproducing the phonological 
forms of the words 
b) Similarly, poor readers were expected to do less well at 
recognizing pictorial referents for the wor ds. 
7) It was also predicted that the scores on the phonological 
form long-term repetition tasks would be positively 
correlated with performance on the working memory and 
lexical access tasks. 
8) semantic content: 
It was predicted that poor readers would not differ from 
good readers in the completeness or accuracy of their long-
term semantic knowledge of the trained words; again only 





Subjects were fourth -grade students in two suburban school 
systems in southeastern Maine. Children selected for the subject pool 
ranged in age from 9 years O months to 10 years 11 months old. Only 
subjects whose first language is English, and who had no known 
auditory handicap were included. To avoid subjects with extreme 
intellectual abilities, only those children who scored between 85 and 
130 on the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test-Revised were included in 
the data analysis. 
All of the children in thirteen fourth-grade classes from three 
schools were invited to participate in the study. Four classes from two 
schools were tested from October to December, four classes from a third 
school were tested from January to March, and five classes from the 
third school were tested from April to June. One-hundred-forty-two 
children returned signed informed consent forms. From this pool 37 
children were eliminated (two moved , three were known to have 
speech/language impairments, one child became agitated during 
training, nine children were absent on appropriate days for long-term 
follow-up, three children spoke English as a second language, eleven 
children were outside of acceptable age limits, and eight children 
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achieved scores below 85 or above 130 on the PPVT-R). This left a 
subject pool of 105 children for the data analyses. 
In order to test whether good and poor readers differ in their 
lexical acquisition abilities, two non-overlapping reading group subsets 
were selected. The less-skilled reading group included children who 
achieved scores of at least six months below grade level on the Basic 
Skills Cluster of the Woodcock Reading Mastery Test-Revised (Word 
Attack and Word Identification). Subjects in the more skilled reading 
group were students who had scores which were at least one year above 
grade level on the Basic Skills Cluster of the Woodcock Reading 
Mastery Test-Revised. To minimize IQ differences between the reading 
groups, only children who scored between 90 and 120 on the PPVT-R 
were included in the subsets. This selection criteria resulted in a less-
skilled reader group of 26 children and a more-skilled reader group of 
28 children. Descriptive statistics of the subjects are in Table 1: 
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Table 1 
Means and standard deviations for total grou:Q of subjects and for 
subgrour1s of skilled and less skilled readers. 
Total Group Skilled Readers Less-Skilled 
Readers 
N=105 n=28 n=26 
Measure M(SD) M(SD) M(SD) 
Reading: 
GLEV 00 ( 1.8) +13.5(1.2) -16.8( .7) 
READ 98.1(11.8) 109.8(6.6) 84.3( 5.6) 
ID 99.4(11.9) 109.8(6.7) 87.8( 7.6) 
ATT 96.0(12.5) 105.8(7.8) 82.5(10.7) 
Vocabulary: 
PPVT-R 107 .0(10.6) 110.0(6.5) 102.0( 8.3) 
RIDL 105.0( 9 ) 107.0(7.1) 101.0( 9.1) 
Attributes: 
AGE 120.0( 5.1) 119.4(4.6) 121.6( 4.8) 
GENDER 59/f 46/m 15/f 13/m 13/f 13/m 
Materials and Measures 
Reading measures. As noted above, the Basic Skills Cluster of 
the Woodcock Reading Mastery Test (Woodcock, 1983) was 
administered in order to relate reading to outcome measures and to 
select the two reading groups. The Basic Skills Cluster is made up of 
the Word Identification Subtest, which requires the child to read 
English words of increasing difficulty, and of the Word Attack Subtest, 
which requires the child to read phonetically regular nonsense words of 
increasing difficulty. Subtests are discontinued when a child makes six 
consecutive errors; raw scores reflect the number of words correctly 
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read and are converted to grade-level and standard scores by using the 
tables provided with the test. Standard scores for the Word 
Identification (ID) and Word Attack CATT) subtests were used in the 
analysis. Both grade-level (GLEV) and standard scores (READ) were 
calculated for the Basic Skills Cluster. The Word Identification 
measure has a reported reliability of.98; the reliability reported for the 
Word Attack measure is .97. 
Vocabulary measures. The Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test-
Revised (PPVT-R) (Dunn & Dunn, 1981), was used to assess vocabulary 
achievement; scores represent receptive vocabulary. This test requires 
the child to demonstrate receptive knowledge of a word by selecting the 
picture (from a field of four) which exemplifies a spoken word. Testing 
is discontinued when a child makes errors on six out of eight 
consecutive items. Raw scores, a count of the items correctly passed, 
were converted to standard scores using the tables provided with the 
test . The reported reliability of the PPVT-R is .83 for this age group. 
The Riddle Subtest (RIDL) of the Kaufman Assessment Battery 
for Children (Kaufman & Kaufman, 1983) was also administered. This 
subtest is described by the authors as a measure of a child's ability to 
infer the name of a concrete or abstract verbal concept when given 
several of its semantic characte1istics. In it, the child is presented with 
a definition and asked to provide the approp1iate word; scores are a 
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measure of productive vocabulary and provide complimentary 
information to the receptive vocabulary task. This measure was 
administered by using the starting and stopping points indicated in the 
manual 1. For all subjects, raw scores (the number of items correctly 
answered) were converted to standard scores by using the tables 
provided with the test. The KABC Riddles Subtest has a reported test-
retest reliability of . 90. 
Memory measures. Three tasks of working memory were 
included. The first task was used to assess phonological aspects of 
working memory (REPET). This task was devised by Gathercole and 
Baddeley (1989) for a study of the relationship between working 
memory and vocabulary knowledge in prereaders. The children were 
asked to repeat tape-recorded nonsense words immediately after 
hearing each item. Thus, the task requires perception and encoding of 
novel stimuli and makes minimal storage demands. It specifically 
assesses the child's ability to establish and produce somewhat complex 
phonological structures without the contribution of prior lexical 
knowledge. Subjects were asked to repeat each of the 40 items and 
scores reflect the number of words a child repeated correctly (1 to 40). 
(This task appears in Appendix A). 
1As will be discussed in the explanation of the lexical access tasks, about 15 children 
were administered this task beginning with item one in order to assess lexical access 
speed. However, this did not prove to be practical and a standard administration was 
followed for most subjects. 
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This non-word repetition task is described as a task of 
phonological memory (Gathercole and Baddeley, 1989). Although it 
appears to be a simple measure of phonological memory, expected to 
underlie other memory tasks, this interpretation has been questioned. 
Snowling, Chait, and Hulme (1991) suggest that this task taps 
phoneme perception and the assembly of articulation instructions. 
A second memory task required children to repeat short taped-
recorded lists of words (SPAN) (Brady et al., 1983). Such tasks have 
often been used to assess the relationship between verbal working 
memory capacity and reading ability. The SPAN measure consisted of 
ten tape-recorded lists of five monosyllabic words spoken at the rate of 
one word per second (see Appendix B for a copy of this task). The 
subjects were asked to repeat each list in the order the items were 
presented, with no time limit imposed upon the subjects ' responses. 
Scores reflect the number of words correctly recalled (0 to 50). Split-
half reliability for this measure has been reported as .82 (Evans, 1991) 
and .84 (Futransky, 1992). 
The SPAN task assesses a subject's ability to retain stimuli in 
verbal working memory and also requires perception, encoding, and 
retrieval. It is designed to ascertain simple working memory capacity, 
since few complex processing demands are made. However, this 
measure is somewhat vulnerable to individual subject strategy 
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techniques (i.e., individual differences in attempts to rehearse the items 
as they are presented). 
The third verbal working memory measure (PROC) was modeled 
on the working memory tasks of Daneman and Carpenter (1980) and 
involves retaining selected items in memory while processing verbal 
material. Each subject listened and responded to 15 tape-recorded sets 
of sentences, ranging from three to five sentences per set (see Appendix 
C for a copy of the PROC measure). After each sentence the subject 
judged whether or not the sentence made sense, and responded "yes" or 
"no". When all sentences in the set had been heard, the subject was 
asked to recall the last word from each of the sentences. Testing was 
discontinued when the subject failed to recall any items from a single 
set. Scores reflect the number of word correctly recalled (0 to 42). 
Because of the manner in which the test is constructed, it is not 
possible to obtain split-half reliabilities; in a pilot test using fifth-grade 
students, scores were normally distributed (Futransky, 1992). 
The PROC task requires perception, encoding, and manipulation, 
as well as storage and recall. It is quite demanding since making a 
judgement and answering a question interferes with the task of 
storage. PROC provides information about a subjects's processing 
capacity. The complexity of the task may make the measure somewhat 
vulnerable to unknown confounds. 
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Lexical access measures. Two measures of lexical access were 
used in the study. The first measure was a Rapid Automatized 
Naming task (RAN) which was devised for use in this study. It is 
similar to that developed by Denckla and Rudel (1976). Pictures of six 
familiar objects (i.e., umbrella, scissors, helicopter, camera, key, and 
clock) were mounted on posterboard; ten identical pictures of each item 
were placed in an array of ten columns and six rows. Subjects were 
asked to name the objects as rapidly as possible. The score for this 
task is the number of seconds necessary for a child to name the objects 
(i.e., from when the signal to begin was given until the last picture was 
named). It should be noted that the words are primed before the task 
itself begins. That is, children were asked to name each of the pictures 
to ensure that they would use the correct label (for instance saying 
"clock" and "helicopter" rather than "watch" and "chopper"). If a child 
gave a different label from the one expected, he was asked if he knew 
another name for the item. After the child produced the expected word, 
he was requested to use it during the task. The protocol for this task, 
which indicates the order of the pictures, appears in Appendix D. 
The second measure of lexical access was a word generation task 
(GEN). In this task the subject was required to generate as many 
words as possible in a single category (e.g., animals). This measure is 
very similar to the Fluency in Controlled Association task 
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recommended by Goodglass and Kaplan (1972, 1983) as a measure of 
word finding problems in aphasics; it differed from their administration 
in that 60 seconds was chosen as the response time (rather than 90 
seconds) and all words were counted (rather than the number given in 
the most productive 15 second interval). This task was used by Wolf 
(1982) in a study which investigated the relationship between lexical 
retrieval and reading. The score typically is the number of words of 
generated within one minute for each category. However, upon 
administration it was discovered that many subjects tended to quickly 
respond with familiar animals and to then follow this with a period of 
slowly retrieving more unusual animals. It was difficult to ascertain if 
vocabulary or retrieval speed was being measured . Although retained 
in the analyses, the results make the validity of this task as a measure 
of lexical access questionable (also see Hall & Jordan, 1987). 
An additional task of lexical access had been planned. This 
measure involved timing subjects' responses to the below-age items on 
the KABC Riddles Subtest. However, subjects did not always wait for 
the entire clue to be read before responding. Therefore, it was found to 
be a particularly difficult task to time reliably and was determined to 
be an unsuitable measure for analysis. The timed administration was 
abandoned after the first few subjects were tested (approximately 
fifteen). 
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Experimental words and games. Eight nonsense words were 
created for use as training stimuli. These words, which were designed 
to conform to English phonology, each included four semantic 
characteristics and had no one word English equivalents . Two one-
syllable, four two-syllable, and two three-syllable words were used. A 
complete list of the words and definitions, along with a detailed 
description of the training procedure appears in Appendix E. 
Two games, "Arrival on Another Planet and Departure from 
Another Planet" were created in order to test subjects' short-term 
retention of the words. A small, remote controlled robot with a tape 
deck was used to play the games. Game scripts appear in Appendix F. 
Two booklets containing line drawings of the target words were 
used to assess the children's recognition of the words' referents 
(receptive vocabulary). A small scale reproduction of the booklets 
appears in Appendix G. 
Procedure 
Each child was seen in five 20 to 30 minute sessions. Sessions 2, 
3, and 4 took place over three consecutive weeks, each session occurring 
within seven to ten days of the previous one; in most cases a child was 
seen on the same day of each week. The tasks for each session appear 
in Table 2. 
Table 2 
Schedule of Testing Sessions 
Session 
1 2 3 4 5 
Vocabulary Training 1 Long-Term Long-Term Memory 1 
PPVT-R Measures 1 Measures 2 REPET 
RIDL Short-Term Recall Recall SPAN 
Measures 1 Definition Definition PROC 
Reading Definition Recognition Recognition 
ID Recall 
ATT Recognition Training 2 
Lexical- Short-term 




1 Because of school vacation schedules some children completed the 
memory measures in Session 2 and began the training in Session 3. 
Task administration. Each child was met with individually. 
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With the exception of the Training, which was done solely by the 
principle investigator, tasks were administered by either the principle 
investigator or a trained research assistant. Subject responses for the 
memory, lexical access, training, and recall measures were both 
manually recorded and taped. Because of potential differences in 
examiner response times when using a stop watch, final RAN and GEN 
scores were obtained by the principle investigator from the taped 
responses. Because of examiner error, some RAN and GEN samples 
were not adequately reproduced on the tapes and were therefore not 
considered in the final analysis. 
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Vocabulary training. As noted above, the principle investigator 
introduced the concept of the game (learning words in order to help the 
robot describe his journey) and the tasks of learning the words. In each 
training session four words were presented in two groups of two words 
each. The experimenter said a word, asked the child to repeat the 
word, and stated the definition. If the child did not then produce the 
word accurately, immediate correction was provided. The other words 
were similarly presented. 
Before assessing if the child had learned the words, the examiner 
said two filler sentences (e.g., "He may certainly see strange things. I 
have never seen anything like that, have you?"). The child was then 
given the definitions, and asked to say the target words. If the child 
made an error, immediate correction was provided. This procedure was 
repeated until the child was able to provide the correct response for 
both words on two consecutive trials, with a minimum of four trials. 
Two more words were then taught using the same procedure. 
After the second block of two words had been learned to the 
above criterion, the child was asked to provide each of the four words in 
response to the definitions. If errors occurred, the examiner provided 
immediate feedback. (These errors were included in the error score). 
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In that case, the words were retaught, using the original format (blocks 
of two words). Teaching ceased when the child had correctly supplied 
all targets on two consecutive trials. A list of the words and 
definitions, along with a detailed procedure of the training, appears in 
Appendix E. 
Definition testing . Immediately following the training, the child 
was asked to supply the definition for each word. Scores for short-term 
definition (STDEF) were obtained by counting the number of 
components of the definition the child supplied. At the end of this task, 
if the words and definitions had been incorrectly paired, the examiner 
corrected the child by pairing the elements given by the child with the 
appropriate target. 
Long-term definition (LTDEF) testing was conducted after long-
term recall. A short conversation took place in between the long-term 
recall and the definition tasks 2. This conversation included a comment 
by the examiner about the strange things on the planet and a question 
abut having heard of those things elsewhere, asking if the child had 
talked about the words with anyone else in the fourth-grade, and 
wondering if the upcoming adventure would also include strange items. 
2 Long-term recall, the measure of primary interest, was tested first which may have 
facilitated rememb ering definitions . To counteract this effect as much as possible, a 
short conversation took place between r ecall and definition. Ideally, definition testing 
would have been on a differ ent day . However, the study comprised five sessions and an 
additional one was not possible. 
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Long-term definition scores were then obtained by asking the child to 
provide the definition for each word. 
Recall testing. After they had completed the short-term 
definition task, each subject was introduced to a robot and short-term 
recall (STCLL) of the words learned in the session was then assessed 
using either the "Arrival Game" (for the first training session) or the 
"Departure Game " (for the second training session). The robot 
described an encounter with an object on the planet in terms that 
matched the learned definitions and the child was asked to supply the 
correct target for each definition. The game scripts and procedural 
details appear in Appendix E. 
Long-term recall (LTCLL) took place at the beginning of the 
following session and was assessed by asking the child to provide each 
word learned in the previous session after hearing the definition for 
that word. 
Recognition testing. Following the short-term recall tasks, short-
term recognition (STCOG) was assessed. Each child was given a 
picture booklet and was asked to mark a particular target from a 
variety of foils on each page. Similarly, following LTDEF and LTCLL, 
each child was given a long-term recognition task (LTCOG). 
Scoring: 
Children were scored on lexical acquisition in eight areas: 
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1) Trials to criterion (TRIAL): The number of trials necessary to 
reach criterion in the vocabulary training was assessed. The number of 
trials consisted of the number of times a block of two words was 
repeated until all words in the block were learned. Blocks were 
presented a minimum of twice and a maximum of ten times. Each time 
a block was presented a trial was counted. The TRIAL scores were 
summed across sessions. Therefore, possible scores ranged from 8 to 
80 ; however, no child continued to the theoretical maximum of 80 trials. 
2) Vocabulary errors (ERROR) : The number of errors made 
during vocabulary training were assessed. Errors were: 1) a phonologi-
cally incorrect form of the target; 2) a phonologically correct or incorrect 
form of another word or experimental word; or 3) a failure to respond. 
The ERROR scores were summed across sessions. Possible scores 
ranged from O to 168; again, no child came close to the theoretical limit 
of 168 errors. 
It is obvious that there is a close relationship between TRIAL 
and ERROR scores. However, it was decided to measure both because 
either one alone may give an incomplete picture. It would be possible 
for children who required the same number of trials to differ in the 
number of errors they made. Similarly, it would be possible for 
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children who made the same number of errors to differ on the number 
of trials they required. 
3) Accuracy of short-term definition (STDEF): A definition score 
for each word was calculated by tallying the number of definition 
components a child produced. Definition components need not have 
been verbatim. For example, if a child defined the target word 'Glate' 
(an ugly, angry bird with hair) as an "icky-looking, mad, hairy bird", 
full credit would be awarded as the child would have demonstrated 
adequate knowledge of all four components of the definition. In 
contrast, a child who responded an "angry, hairy bird " or a "large, ugly, 
hairy bird" would receive a score of three. Short-term definition scores 
were summed across sessions, therefore possible STDEF scores ranged 
from Oto 32. 
4) Short-term recall (STCLL): The number of words accurately 
recalled during the Anival and Departure games was calculated. 
Possible STCLL scores ranged from 0 to 8. 
5) Short-term recognition (STCOG): The number of targets 
which were correctly chosen in the booklets created for this purpose. 
Booklet la was used for the first set of words and booklet 2a was used 
for the second set of words. The total number of correct answers was 
calculated and combined. Two of the foil items in the booklets were 
found to have been extremely distracting (a pointed rather than a 
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round spaceship and a tree with pineapples rather than berries). 
Scoring these items as zero seemed to give a distorted picture of a 
child's knowledge, particularly as children made errors in short-term 
testing, but not in long-term testing (the order of targets was different 
in the short-term and long-term booklets; therefore, the same foils did 
not necessarily appear each time a word was tested). These two items 
were therefore given half credit. Possible STCOG scores ranged from 0 
to 8. 
6) Accuracy of Long-term Definition (LTDEF): Long-term 
definition was calculated in the same manner as short-term definition. 
Possible scores ranged from O to 32. 
7) Long-term recall (LTCLL): The number of target words for 
the items taught in the previous session which the child produced upon 
being provided with the definitions was calculated . Possible scores 
ranged from O to 8. 
8) Long-term recognition (LTCOG): The number of targets which 
were correctly chosen in booklets lb (for the first set of words) and 2b 




Before analyses were conducted, data were combined to yield a 
single score for each training and retention measure, as well as for each 
phonological task. Descriptive statistics and a correlation matrix were 
generated. The data from the two reading groups were used in 
Multivariate Analysis of Variance (MANOV A) procedures and in follow-
up analyses. These analyses included tests of reading group differences 
in the achieved vocabulary measures, in the memory and lexical access 
measures, and in the experimental word learning and retention 
measures. Multivariate Analysis of Covariance procedures were also 
conducted to explore whether initial differences in vocabulary 
knowledge between groups accounted for group differences on other 
tasks. 
Regression analyses were then conducted on the entire data set 
(i.e., all 105 subjects) to determine the extent to which reading, memory 
and lexical access measures predict performance on word learning and 
retention measures. All analyses were performed with SPSS/PC +. 
Descriptive Statistics 
Data from the vocabulary learning and phonological measures 
were summarized for the 105 children who met the selection criteria, 
and for the two reading groups. These descriptive statistics appear in 
Table 3. 
Table 3 
Means and standard deviations for total group of subjects and 
subgroups of skilled and less-skilled readers. 
Variable Total Group Skilled Readers Less-Skilled 
Readers 
n=105 n=28 n=26 
MEAN(SD) MEAN(SD) MEAN(SD) 
Vocabulary: 
PPVT-R 107 .0(10.6) 110.0( 6.5) 102.0( 8.3) 
RIDL 105.0( 9 ) 107.0( 7.1) 101.0( 9.1) 
Memory: 
REPET 32.5( 3.8) 33.4( 2.8) 30.8( 5.0) 
SPAN 34.4( 6.8) 36.2( 6.7) 33.4( 5.6) 
PROC 15.4( 7.2) 17.8( 7.8) 12.5( 7.0) 
Lex-Access: 
RAN 66.4(14.8) 1 63.0(11.5) 3 72.7(17.5) 
GEN 15.0( 5.1) 2 15.0( 4.5) 3 16.0( 5.6)4 
Learning: 
TRIAL 37.2(12.1) 32.8( 9.4) 41.5(11.3) 
ERROR 26.2(14.6) 19.5( 9.9) 33.6(13 .1) 
Short-term: 
STDEF 22.0( 4.9) 22.8( 5.1) 21.0( 5.6) 
STCLL 6.0( 1.6) 6.3( 1.4) 5.5( 1.9) 
STCOG 6.8( 1.3) 7.1( 1.0) 6.3( 1.5) 
Long-term: 
LTDEF 20.0( 6.0) 21.5( 5.4) 18.0( 7.7) 
LTCLL 3.5( 2.0) 4.1( 2.3) 2.6( 1.8) 
LTCOG 6.8( 1.4) 6.9( 1.4) 6. 7( 1.5) 
1
n=101· 2n=100· 3n=25· 4n=24 
' ' ' 
Overview of Simple Correlations 
A correlation matrix ascertaining the relationships between all 
measures appears in Appendix H. Reading (READ) was significantly 
correlated with both RIDL (r=.42, _p_<.01) and the PPVT-R (r=.48, 
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Q<.01), which supported the hypothesis that reading and vocabulary 
achievement are related. The strongest reading and phonological 
processing relationship was with REPET (r= .43, Q<.001). Reading 
ability was also significantly correlated with the RAN, SPAN, and 
PROC measures. The only phonological processing variable not 
correlated with reading level was the word generation task (GEN). 
It is interesting to note that the semantically laden experimental 
tasks (i.e., definition, recognition) correlated most highly with achieved 
vocabulary measures, while the learning and recall tasks, which make 
greater phonological demands, correlated most highly with the reading 
n1easures. 
The construct validity of the outcome tasks was supported by the 
ways in which they correlated with previous learning. For instance , the 
long-term recall task was significantly correlated with the RIDL (r=.34, 
Q<.001), the measure of achieved vocabulary which it most closely 
resembles. Similarly, the long-term recognition task was significantly 
correlated with the PPVT-R, which is its achieved vocabulary 
counterpart (r=.29, Q<.01). These patterns increase confidence that the 
results can be generalized from the experimental measures to actual 
vocabulary growth. 
When the relationships among variables is considered, it becomes 
apparent that some predictor measures which were expected to 
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measure similar constructs, did not. For instance, although SPAN was 
significantly correlated with PROC (r=.45, Q<.001) and REPET (r=.37, 
Q<.001), the PROC and the REPET tasks did not significantly correlate 
with each other. 
Furthermore, the RAN task and the GEN task were not 
correlated. Observation of the performance of subjects on the GEN 
task does not make this result particularly surprising. Children were 
given a full 60 seconds to name animals, which masked variations in 
access speed. There were also differences in what children classified as 
animals. Many included birds, sea life, and reptiles, while others did 
not. Some of these children later commented that they had not named 
many animals because they could only think of birds or fish . Children 
also seemed to try impress the examiner with this task ; many struggled 
to come up with only unusual animals. Consequently, in addition to 
tapping lexical access, this measure reflected differences in 
classification , semantic organization , and personality. Accordingly, its 
usefulness as a measure oflexical access must certainly be questioned 
for this age group. 
The theoretical underpinning of the RAN task is also questioned 
by an examination of the correlation matrix. Not only did RAN and 
GEN not correlate, the RAN task was more highly related to learning 
of the new vocabulary words (TRIAL, ERROR), rather than to their 
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retrieval (RECALL). This suggests that this measure is actually 
tapping the capacity and accuracy of the verbal working memory buffer, 
rather than lexical access from long-term storage. 
Comparison of Reading Groups 
Apriori Tests. 
Multivariate analyses of variance and follow-up analyses. First, 
an analysis was conducted to see if the groups differed in measures of 
achieved vocabulary. A MANOVA was performed using the PPVT-R (a 
receptive vocabulary measure) and the RIDL (a productive vocabulary 
measure) as dependent vocabulary variables. The independent 
grouping variable was reading achievement. The overall MANOV A was 
significant (Hotelling's T=.27, Appx F(2,51) = 6.8, Q<.002) . Follow-up 
Univariate ANOVAs revealed that the gToups did indeed differ on 
vocabulary performance at the beginning of the study; the skilled 
readers demonstrated better vocabulary knowledge on both the 
receptive (PPVT-R) and the productive (RIDL) vocabulary measures. 
The ANOVA summary for each of these variables appears in Table 4. 
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Table 4 
Analysis of Variance Summary Table for both PPVT-R and RIDL 
Source df 88 MS F 
PPVT-R 
Group 1 675.7 675.7 12.2** 
Error 52 2887.6 55.5 
RIDL 
Group 1 441.9 441.9 6.7** 
Error 52 3413.7 65.6 
*rr<.05, **rr<.01 
Having established that the groups differed on measures of 
achieved vocabulary, further analyses were conducted to ascertain if 
the groups differed in word learning behavior when words were taught 
aurally. To investigate this question, a MANOVA was performed on 
the dependent word learning variables TRIAL and ERROR. Reading 
achievement was again the independent grouping variable. The overall 
MANOVA was significant (Hotellings T= .54, Appx F(2,51) = 13.79, 
]2_<.001). 
Follow up ANOV As were significant for both TRIALS , and for 
ERRORS, indicating that skilled readers leai·ned the words more 
rapidly and made fewer errors during training. The summaries of 
these analyses appear in Table 5. 
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Table 5 
Analysis of Variance Summary Tables for both Trials and Errors 
Source df 88 MS F 
TRIALS 
Group 1 1041.3 1041.3 9.6** 
Error 52 5633.7 108.3 
ERROR 
Group 1 2700.8 2700 .8 20.2** 
Error 52 6952 .9 133.7 
* Q<.05, **.12.<0l 
The next question of interest was whether the groups would 
differ in their retention of either the phonological forms of the words or 
of the semantic concepts the words represent. Therefore, an overall 
Repeated Measures MANOV A was performed on dependent variables 
associated with vocabulary retention: STCLL, LTCLL, STCOG, LTCOG, 
STDEF and LTDEF. The overall Manova was significant for group 
(Hotelling's T=.20, ~F(3,50) = 3.27 , .12_<.03) and for term (short-term 
vs long-term) (Hotelling's T=l.29 , ~F(3,50) = 21.54, Q<.001). There 
was no significant group by term interaction. 
Both groups were affected by the passage of time; they recalled 
fewer words and fewer semantic components one week after the 
training took place. Interestingly, the groups performed comparably on 
measures of semantic content. That is, they did not differ in how well 
they remembered the meanings of the words. Similarly, the groups 
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performed comparably on the task which required them to choose a 
picture to match the word. However, significant group differences 
occurred on the measure which required recall. In both the short-term 
and long-term conditions the skilled readers performed better than the 
less-skilled-readers when asked to produce the phonological form of the 
words. The ANOVA summaries appear in Table 6. 
Table 6 
Analysis of Variance Summary Tables for Recall, Recognition, and 
Definition Measures 
Source df 88 MS 
RECALL 
Group 1 40.7 40.7 
Within 52 215.4 4.1 
Term 1 180.4 180.4 
Group x Term 1 3.0 3. 
Within 52 149.5 2.9 
RECOGNITION 
Group 1 7.2 7.2 
Within 52 135.2 2.6 
Term 1 .5 .5 
Group x Term 1 1.9 1.9 
Within 52 62.9 1.2 
DEFINITION 
Group 1 199.2 199.2 
Within 52 3054.4 58.7 
Term 1 119.2 119.2 
Group x Term 1 16.5 16.5 













A MANOVA was then performed to evaluate possible group 
differences in the processes which were hypothesized to underlie the 
observed word learning and retention differences. This analysis used 
as dependent variables the measures of memory (REPET, SP AN, 
PROC) and lexical access (RAN, GEN); the independ ent grouping 
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variable was reading level. The overall MANOV A was significant 
(Hotelling's T=.41, ~F(5,41) = 3.4, Q<.02). Follow-up analyses, 
which are summarized in Table 7, indicated that the groups differed on 
all three memory tasks . Skilled readers were better able to accurately 
repeat nonsense words (REPET), to remember more words presented in 
short lists (SPAN), and to retain words when given an interfering 
processing task (PROC). In addition, skilled-readers proved to be faster 
on the lexical access task which required them to name repeating 
objects (RAN). The groups did not differ on the word generation task. 
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Table 7 
Analysis of Variance Summary Tables for Memory and Lexical Access 
Measures 
Source df ss MS F 
REPET 
Group 1 74.3 74.3 4.5 * 
Within 45 744.6 16.5 
SPAN 
Group 1 200.7 200.7 5.7* 
Within 45 1575.7 35.0 
PROC 
Group 1 376.2 376.2 7.2** 
Within 45 2336.6 51.9 
RAN 
Group ·1 742.8 742.8 4.6 * 
Within 45 7226.4 160.6 
GEN 
Group 1 .6 .6 .02 
Within 45 1168.7 26.0 
*.12.<05, **.12.<.0l 
Multivariate Analysis of Covariance . A second set of analyses 
was performed to determine if the same pattern of results would 
emerge when prior vocabulary learning was taken into account. 
MANCOVA procedures were executed with the PPVT-R as a covariate. 
When TRIAL and ERROR were used as the dependent variables, 
the overall MANCOVA was significant (Hotelling's T =.44, .Ai2..@.F(2,50) 
= 10.88, .Q<.01). Follow-up ANCOVAs were significant for both TRIALS 
(F(l,50) = 4.6, Q<.04) and for ERRORS (F(l ,50) = 12.86, Q<.01). 
A Repeated Measure MANCOV A, which used the retention of 
measures of new vocabulary learning as dependent variables with the 
PPVT-R as a covariate, was also executed . In this case, the overall 
MANCOVA was not significant (Hotellings T=.14, AppxF (3,49) = 2.2, 
:p_>.05). 
The MANCOV A, which used the memory and lexical access 
measures as dependent variables with PPVT as a covariate, was not 
significant (Hotellings T=2.9, F(5,40) = 2.3, :p_>.05). 
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It is noteworthy that group differences on the learning measures 
(TRIAL and ERROR) continued to emerge even when achieved 
vocabulary is taken into account. Indeed, vocabulary achievement 
would be expected to correlate fairly evenly and highly with the 
acquisition of new lexical items, which would account for most of the 
between group variance on the experimental measures. The differences 
that remain on the learning measures suggest that even when overall 
vocabulary skill is accounted for, less-skilled readers have a particular 
difficulty learning novel phonological forms. 
Post Hoc Tests 
Session differences between reading groups. During the recall 
phases it appeared that there was sometimes a proactive interference 
effect (i.e., children would sometimes respond with words from the first 
session during the second session testing). It was of interest to discover 
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if this effect was , in fact, significant and whether the groups were 
differentially hampered by previous learning. Therefore, analyses to 
test group by session interactions were conducted . The dependent 
variables in these separate analyses were TRIALl and TRIAL2, 
ERRORl and ERROR2, STCLLl and STCLL2, STCOG 1 and STCOG2, 
STDEFl and STDEF2, LTCLLl and LTCLL2, LTCOGl and LTCOG2, 
and LTDEFl and LTDEF2. The range of possible scores were, of 
course, half what they were for the combined variables (e.g., possible 
LCLLl scores ranged from one to four, as did the corresponding 
LTCLL2 scores ). Table 8 contains the means and standard deviations 
for the skilled and less-skilled readers on the experimental tasks for 
Session 1 and Session 2. 
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Table 8 
Means of Word-learning Outcomes From First and Second Sessions for 
Skilled and Less-skilled Readers 
Means for Means for Less-
Skilled Readers Skilled Readers 
Session Session 
Measure 1 2 1 2 
Learning 
TRIAL 15.4 17.4 19.6 21.6 
ERROR 8.5 11.2 15.2 18.4 
Short-Term 
STDEF 12.1 11.0 11.7 9.0 
STCLL 3.1 3.2 3.2 2.2 
STCOG 3.6 3.4 3.3 3.1 
Long-Term 
LTDEF 12.0 9.5 10.5 7.5 
LTCLL 2.3 1.8 1.8 0.7 
LTCOG 3.6 3.4 3.7 3.01 
Learning 2atterns. First, analyses were conducted to ascertain if 
there was proactive interference during the learning stages. The first 
Repeated Measures ANOV A used TRIAL ( 1 and 2) as the outcome 
variable. There were again significant effects for group (F(l,52) = 8.9, 
Q<.01); skilled-readers required fewer trials than did less-skilled 
readers during both sessions. There were also significant effects for 
session (F(l,52) = 4.6, Q<.05). In general, subjects required more trials 
in the second session than they had in the first session. There was, 
however, no group by session interaction (F(l,52) = .01, Q>.05). 
The second Repeated Measures ANOVA used ERRORl and 
ERROR2 as the outcome variables. Results were similar to those for 
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the variable TRIALS, skilled readers tended to make fewer errors than 
less-skilled readers and subjects tended to make more errors during the 
second session. There were significant effects for both group (F(l,52) = 
19.4, Q<.01) and session (F(l,52) = 8.0, Q<.01) with no significant 
interaction effect (F(l,52) = 2.4, Q>.05). 
Although attempts had been made to equate the difficulty of the 
words taught in each session (i.e., one one-syllable; two two-syllable, 
and one three-syllable word per session), subjects tended to have more 
difficulty learning new words during the second session. However, 
there was no group by session interaction, good and poor readers were 
not differentially affected by having already learned one set of words. 
Short-term retention measures. The post-hoc hypothesis that 
less-skilled readers would recall relatively fewer words on the second 
short-term recall measure than would the skilled readers was tested. 
As for the pervious analyses, there were significant results for group 
(F(l,52) = 4.99, Q<.03). The effect of previous learning was significant 
as well (F(l,52) = 6.26, Q<.01). Most interestingly, there was a 
significant group by time interaction (F(l,52) = 9.98, Q<.01). Less-
skilled readers did not perform significantly worse than skilled-readers 
on the first short-term recall task. However, they were relatively more 
taxed by the time they had reached the second short-term recall task. 
The Repeated Measures ANOVA , which used Short-term 
Recognition measures as the outcome, did not reveal significant 
differences for group (F (l ,52 ) = 3.2, Q<.08 ); for session, (F(l,52) = 3.2, 
Q<.08); or for group by time interaction (E.(1,52) = .08, Q>.05). 
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A Repeated Measures ANOVA of the short-term definition scores 
(1 and 2) was conducted. As anticipated, there was a session effect 
(F(l,52) = 23.9 Q<.01 ). All childr en did not demonstrate knowledge of 
as many word components during the second session as they had in the 
first. However, there were no significant effects for group (F(l,52) = 
2.14, Q>.05 ); nor was there a significant group by session interaction 
(F(l,52) = 2.32, Q>.05). 
Long-term retention measures. Repeated Measures ANOVA's 
were also performed using the long-term retention measures. Long-
term recall was different from short-term recall in that, although group 
(F(l,52) = 16.5, Q<.01) and session (F(l ,52) = 16.91 Q<.001) were 
significant, the interaction was not significant (F(l,52) = 3.76 Q>.05). 
Skilled and less skilled readers both did more poorly on the second set 
of words than what they did on the first set of words. Less-skilled 
readers, already worse on the initial session, continued to do more 
poorly on the second session . However, the relative performance of the 
two groups did not change. 
The long-term recognition measure was significant for time 
(F(l,52) = 11.0, J2<.01) only; neither group (F(l,52) = .36, Q>.05) nor 
interaction (E_(l,52) = 2.64 J2>.05) was significant. 
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The analysis using long-term definition as the outcome was 
similar to the corresponding short-term definition measure. There was 
a significant session effect (F(l,52) = 27.17, J2<.01). However, neither 
the group nor the group by session interaction (F(l.52) =.17 J2>.05) was 
significant. 
Overall, subject performance dropped during the second training 
session. It may be that the novelty of the task facilitated learning the 
first set of words. In addition, it is possible that learning the first set 
of words interfered with learning the second set of words. It is notable 
that in the long-term recall condition of the second set of words, eleven 
less-skilled readers, but only three skilled readers, responded with at 
least one word from the first set. This suggests that interference did in 
fact play a role in the greater difficulty the children experienced with 
the second set of words. 
Error analysis. Having established that the groups differed in their 
word learning behavior, and that these differences occurred mainly in 
the phonologically laden tasks, the question of types of errors made by 
both groups was of interest. Errors were classified as phonological 
changes, word substitutions, and no response. Responses were coded as 
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phonological changes if the word was recognizable, but had some 
phonemic or syllable substitutions (for instance 'traysum' for 'taysum'. 
Responses were coded as word substitutions if another lexical item was 
substituted for the target (for instance, a different experimental word 
or a real word or phrase such as 'robot fruit' for 'rimple'). Failure to 
give any answer was counted as no response. 
All three types of errors were entered into a MANOVA, which 
was significant (Appx F (50,3)= 7, .P.< .01). Follow-up ANOVAs 
indicated that during training, less-skilled readers made more 
phonological errors (E(l, 52)=15.2, .P,<.01), while skilled readers made 
more substitution errors (Appx F(l,52)=10.1, Q<.01). Groups did not 
differ in their tendency to fail to respond during training. 
There were no significant group differences in types of errors in 
the short-term recall conditions (Appx F(3, 50) = 1.6, Q>.05. In the 
long-term recall condition the overall MANOVA was significant (Appx 
F(3, 50) =2.8, Q<.05). Follow-up ANOVAs indicat~d significant 
differences only on the tendency of less-skilled readers to make word 
substitutions (E(l,52)=3.9, .P,<.05). A table of Means and Standard 
Deviations for errors is found in Table 9. 
Table 9 
Means and standard deviations for phonological, substitution, and no 



































Evaluation of the Entire Group of Subjects n=105. 
Apriori Analysis 
A series of Stepwise Multiple Regressions, using the entire 
subject pool, were performed to assess which variables best related to 
reading achievement and to achieved vocabulary. These analyses 
appear in Tables 10 through 13. 
Most importantly, analyses were performed to see which of the 
predictor measures (reading, achieved vocabulary, verbal working 
memory, lexical access) best related to vocabulary learning (trials, 
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errors, completeness of definition, recall, recognition). Each outcome 
variable (Errors (ERROR), Trials (TRIAL), Short-term Definition 
(STDEF), Short-term Recall (STCLL), Short-term Recognition (STCOG), 
Long-term Definition (LTDEF) Long-term Recall (LTCLL), and Long-
term Recognition (LTCOG)) was predicted first by all of the predictor 
variables Reading (READ), Recognition Vocabulary (PPVT-R), 
Productive Vocabulary (RIDL), Memory Measures (PROC, SPAN, 
REPET), and Lexical Access Measures (RAN, GEN) and then by a 
subset of the process measures which are phonologically dependent 
(GEN, RAN, SPAN, PROC, REPET). Results of the analyses to predict 
vocabulary learning appear in Tables 14 through 27. 
Predicting Reading Level and Achieved Vocabulary 
First, the relationships of the vocabulary and process variables to 
reading achievement was examined by using reading as the outcome 
measure and all the other variables as predictors. Most of the variance 
was accounted for by a vocabulary measure (RIDL). As indicated in 
Table 10, REPET, PROC, RAN, and GEN each made small but 
significant contributions to the final equation. 
The contributions of the phonological processing variables to 
reading skill appear in Table 11. In this analysis, REPET entered into 
the equation first, and the PROC, RAN, and GEN variables also made 
some small but significant contributions. 
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Table 10 
Stepwise Multiple Regression of Vocabulary, Memory, and Lexical 
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Tables 12 and 13 present the analysis investigating the 
predictors of RIDL, the productive vocabulary measure. Tables 14 and 
15 present similar analysis using PPVT-R, the receptive vocabulary 
measure as the outcome measure. 
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Results . were similar for both vocabulary measures, which 
differed greatly in task demands. REPET, which taps a subject's 
accuracy in encoding and recalling a new word, entered first into each 
of the equations. It is interesting that this task is a good predictor 
even of the PPVT-R, which does not require the subject to retrieve and 
articulate the lexical items. The more complicated PROC task entered 
second, making slight but significant contributions to the equations. It 
may be that these two tasks together account for much of what is 
common to all of the predictors when words are learned: That is, the 
ability to accurately encode the phonological form of the word, together 
with the memory and processing capacity required to learn the meaning 
of new words as they are encountered. 
Table 12 
Stepwise Multiple Regression of Reading, Vocabulary, Memory, and 
Lexical Access Measures on RIDL 
Variables B 
PPVT-R .50 .58 












Stepwise Multiple Regression of Memory and Lexical Access Measures 
on RIDL 
Variables B 
REPET .92 .37 











Stepwise Multiple Regression of Reading, Vocabulary, Memory and 
Lexical Access Measures on PPVT-R 
Variables B 
RIDL .67 .58 











Stepwise Multiple Regression of Memory and Lexical Access Measures 
on PPVT-R 
Variables B 
REPET 1.1 .39 











Predicting word learning. Next, the predictors of different aspects of 
novel word learning were explored. The first of these analyses, which 
appear in Tables 16 through 19, explored word learning behavior as 
measured by TRIAL and ERROR. Because these measures are related, 
it is not surprising that the same predictors entered into the equations 
for both. The first entry into the equations for each of these dependent_ 
variables was READ. Again, this indicates that some common 
processes contribute to both reading ability and word learning. 
When READ was not entered into the equations, it was possible 
to consider whether the memory and lexical access measures would be 
significant predictors of word learning behavior. PROC, the complex 
memory task, entered into these equations. The task of learning new 
words required subjects to retain a phonological form while holding 
some information in memory. Although the learning task itself is more 
complex than the predictor task, many of the demands are similar. 
It is interesting to note that the RAN task also made significant 
contributions to word learning. In both the RAN task, and during 
training, the words were primed. That is, the words to be retrieved 
were said by the subject as the task began. This result may be 
indicating that the capacity to hold and quickly retrieve the 
phonological representation in a 'buffer' is crucial when deliberately 
attempting to learn a new word. 
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Table 16 
Stepwise Multiple Regression of Reading, Vocabulary, Memory, and 


































Stepwise Multiple Regression of Reading, Vocabulary, Memory, and 






































The next set of analyses used the short-term retention measures 
as outcomes. No variables entered into the prediction equation for the 
Short-term Recall measure. This result is not surprising as each 
subject had learned the words to an expected criterion, which would 
most logically diminish variations in scores for this measure. 
Next, the predictors of Short-term Recognition were explored . As 
demonstrated in Table 20 , the PPVT-R , the vocabulary measure which 
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most closely resembles the Short-term Recognition task, was the first 
variable entered into the equation. The RAN task entered second. 
Table 21 contains the predictors selected when only the 
phonological subset of predictors was used. The RAN and PROC tasks 
were the only variables to enter into the equation. 
Again, this indicates the importance of both the capacity to 
engage in more than one mental operation, as well as the requirement 
of a short-term buffer where words can be retained for processing as 
items are newly learned. 
Table 20 
Stepwise Multiple Regression of Reading, Memory, and Lexical Access 




















Stepwise Multiple Regression of Memory and Lexical Access Measures 


















Tables 22 and 23 contain the results of analyses which used 
Short-term Definition as the outcome to be predicted. When all 
predictors were used, the RIDL measure was the first and only 
predictor entered. When only the subset of phonological predictors was 
used, the PROC measure alone entered. Again, these are both complex 
measures which require some degree of processing. The RIDL task 
requires some depth and elaboration of processing before a word is 
retrieved so that semantic components have sufficient connections to 
recall a phonological form. The PROC task, on the other hand, looks at 
short-term ability to retain material while manipulating and 
processing. Such ability is theoretically necessary to form and store 
adequate semantic connections. 
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Table 22 
Stepwise Multiple Regression of Reading, Vocabulary, Memory, and 













Stepwise Multiple Regression of Memory and Lexical Access Measures 
on Short-term Definition (STDEF) 
Variables B 









The next set of analyses, found in Tables 24 and 25 , used the 
long-term retention measures as the outcome variables . Long-term 
recall was best predicted by the REPET and READ measures. When 
the processing measures alone were used as predictors, REPET was the 
only variable to enter into the equation. This highlights the 
relationship between the ability to form quick and accurate 
representations of unknown words, and the ability to recall an accurate 
representation of a word at a later time. The phonological skills tapped 
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in this task of immediate retrieval of a novel item are also tapped in 
the retrieval of practiced items from long-term memory. 
Table 24 
Stepwise Multiple Regression Reading, Vocabulary, Memory and 














Stepwise Multiple Regression Memory and Lexical Access Measures on 
Long-term Recall (LTCLL) 
Variables B 









Long-term recognition was best predicted by the PPVT-R (as was 
short-term recognition) which supports the construct validity of the 
experimental task. When only the memory and lexical access measures 




Stepwise Multiple Regression of Reading, Memory, and Lexical Access 
Measures on Long-term Recognition (LTCOG) 
Variables B 









The final retention outcome to be considered was long-term 
definition. Analyses for this measure appear in Tables 27 and 28. 
Long-term definition was predicted by only the RIDL measure. When 
the subset of phonological predictors was used, REPET was the only 
variable to enter into the equation. 
Table 27 
Stepwise Multiple Regression of Reading, Vocabulary, Memory, and 
Lexical Access Measures on Long-term Definition (LTDEF) 
Variables B 











Stepwise Multiple Regression of Memory and Lexical Access Measures 
on Long-term Definition (LTDEF) 
Variables B 
REPET .45 










Recent research has indicated that pseudo-word reading ability is 
related to measures which tap phonological memory (i.e., auditory 
discrimination of speech sounds, memory for rhyming strings) 
(Cornwall, 1992; Felton & Brown, 1990). These same studies found 
RAN measures to be predictive of real word reading. Analyses were 
therefore conducted to see if these relationships would be found in this 
data set as well. Correlations among the variables were not in 
accordance with these expectations (correlations appear in Appendix H ). 
Multiple Regression analyses, which used all five of the Memory and 
Lexical Access measures as predictors and the two types of reading 
subtests as outcomes, appear in Tables 29 and 30. 
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Table 29 























Stepwise Multiple Regression of Memory and Lexical Access Measures 
on Word Identification 
Variables B 
REPET 1.26 .42 










In contrast to the aforementioned studies, the RAN task, along 
with the phonological memory tasks, was a predictor of Word Attack. 
However, the RAN tasks did not predict word identification. This 
result is most probably due to differences in the RAN tasks used 
between studies. Felton and Brown (1990) used object, color, letter, 
and number naming . Significant results were found only with the RAN 
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tasks using graphological symbol. Cornwall (1992) used only number 
and letter naming. Therefore, the RAN measures found to be predictive 
of word identification were tasks of naming graphological symbols. In 
contrast, the current study used a more difficult object RAN than used 
by Felton and Brown (1990) and did not use a symbol naming task. 




This research was designed to confirm and extend an earlier 
study examining the vocabulary learning skills of skilled and less-
skilled readers. Aguiar and Brady (1991 ) found that when new words 
were aurally presented, less-skilled readers required more trials to 
learn the phonological labels for the words, and also did more poorly on 
long term recognition of these lexical items. In contrast , the less-
skilled readers did not have corresponding difficulties when asked to 
define the words. Th e vocabulary problems experienced by less-skilled 
readers appeared to be at the level of phonological encoding, rather 
than at the level of semantic understanding. 
The outcome of Aguiar and Brady (1991) implies that at least 
some of the reasons poor readers experience vocabulary deficits stem 
from phonological problems rather than from simple lack of exposure to 
new words through print. The current study sought to corroborate and 
extend the results of the first project. 
In this study , the format of the Aguiar and Brady (1991) 
experiment was modified so that a greater number of words (eight) 
were taught in more sessions (two ) to a larger sample (n=105) . As 
discussed earlier , some research questions were addressed using the 
entire subject pool, while others were examined using subgroups of 
skilled (n=28) and less-skilled (n=26) readers. 
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The format was further modified by replacing the paired-
associate design, which used pictures, with a strictly oral-aural 
teaching procedure. Subjects in the earlier study learned the words 
fairly quickly through the paired-association task. However, all 
subjects had unexpected difficulty when they were asked to produce the 
words from a definition without the aid of the pictorial clue. It was 
hoped that by using an oral-aural format the task would focus on 
processing new vocabulary items into the lexicon. 
Finally, subjects were evaluated on verbal working memory and 
lexical access tasks. This aspect of the study was added for two 
reasons. First, prior research on good and poor readers has reported 
reading-group differences on these basic phonological process (Brady, 
1991; Wagner & Torgesen, 1987). Since vocabulary acquisition and use 
involves both verbal working memory and lexical retrieval , it seemed 
plausible that skill at vocabulary learning might be linked to these 
underlying phonological processes. Second, since the Aguiar and Brady 
(1991) study implicated phonological rather than semantic deficits in 
vocabulary learning by poor readers, it is logically important to explore 
the association between phonological processes and vocabulary 
acquisition. 
Word-learning Differences Between Skilled and Less-skilled Readers 
The main questions of this research addressed reading-group 
differences in vocabulary acquisition . The first question concerned 
reading group differences during the encoding stage. When word-
learning (TRIAL and ERROR) was analyzed by group, there were 
significant results, indicating that skilled and less-skilled readers 
differed in their word learning performance . 
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The skilled readers were more proficient at the learning task 
than were the less-skilled readers, who required more trials and made 
more errors. This reading group effect at the encoding level was 
particularly robust; it was the only aspect of vocabulary learning and 
retention where significant results were found even after prior 
vocabulary knowledge was covaried in the analysis. These results 
support the accumulating evidence that skilled readers are more 
proficient than less-skilled readers at the encoding stages of vocabulary 
acquisition (Aguiar & Brady , 1991; Kahmi et al., 1990; Nelson & 
Warrington, 1980). 
The next question examined the groups abilities to retain the 
wqrds over time. As expected, group differences again emerged. 
Skilled readers recalled more words even shortly after they were 
learned; less-skilled readers were less able to recall the phonological 
forms of the words when given the definitions. The failure of the less-
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skilled readers at this point clearly illustrates the marked difficulty 
these children experience remembering the phonological form of the 
word. Furthermore, although the less-skilled readers recalled less than 
skilled readers in the long-term condition, the rate of forgetting 
between the groups was similar. This further highlights the 
importance of accurate encoding and the particular problems the less-
skilled readers encounter at this stage. 
In contrast, there were no group differences on the two other 
retention measures, recognition and definition. The groups performed 
similarly when asked to choose depicted referents of the words. 
Reading groups were also similar when asked to define the words. 
These results are intriguing as they suggest that the difficulties 
the poor readers experience when learning new words is phonological 
rather than semantic in nature, and that it may be most pronounced 
during encoding stages. Indeed, similar conclusions were reached by 
Kahmi et al. (1990) who also found that poor readers had particular 
difficulty during the encoding stage oflearning new words. 
Comparison of skilled and less-skilled readers therefore confirms 
and replicates results of earlier studies which have found that less-
skilled readers experience more difficulties than skilled readers when 
learning new words in an oral-aural condition (Aguiar & Brady 1991; 
Kahmi et al. (1991). These results are neither directly due to 
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differences in exposure to print, nor can they be explained by greater 
difficulty in extracting and retaining meaning from print. Further, the 
results are not due to children with larger vocabularies knowing a 
greater number of morphemes with which to analyze new words since 
the words created for the study did not contain English morphemes. 
In sum, the less-skilled readers were less able to acquire new 
vocabulary items, and this difference cannot be easily explained by 
experiential differences . The alternate explanation, that these 
differences are due to underlying cognitive processes related to word 
learning are therefore strongly implicated in the greater difficulty these 
children experienced learning new words . 
Reading Ability, Vocabulary Attainment, and Experimental Measures 
In order to further understand the relationships among reading 
ability, phonological processes, and vocabulary acquisition, the 
children's abilities to perform tasks related to verbal working memory 
and lexical access were examined. Two sets of multiple regression 
analysis were performed which used the word-learning measures as 
outcome variables. The first set entered as predictors reading (READ), 
receptive vocabulary (PPVT-R), and productive vocabulary (RIDL), as 
well as memory and lexical access measures. Memory measures 
included the nonsense word repetition task (REPET), the word span 
task (SP AN), and the complex measure of verbal working memory 
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capacity (PROC); the lexical access measures included a rapid 
autotomized naming task (RAN), and a word generation task (GEN). 
One of the most striking aspects of these results was the 
significant contribution of the READ variable to the learning measures. 
READ accounted for 15% and 19% of the variance in performance on 
TRIAL and ERROR. READ also accounted for an additional 6% of the 
variance of the long-term recall task after the REPET task (which had 
accounted for 15% of the variance ) had been entered. All three of these 
aspects of word learning and retrieval are heavily dependent on 
phonological processes, as are the basic reading skills (i.e ., decoding) 
used to estimate reading ability. 
In contrast, the tasks which more closely tapped semantic 
understanding , none of which involved the production of the 
phonological forms of the words , were best predicted by the achieved 
vocabulary measures. The PPVT-R (a measure of vocabulary 
recognition) accounted for 14% percent of the variance in the short-term 
recognition task and 8% of variance in the long-term recognition task. 
RIDL accounted for 29% of the variance in the short-term definition 
task and 19% of the variance in the long-term definition task. 
Of the semantic measures then, an experimental vocabulary 
recognition task was best predicted by a standardized recognition 
measure . Similarly , experimental tasks which required the production 
of learned words to match a definition was predicted by RIDL, which 
also requires the production of words to correspond with definitions. 
(The experimental definition tasks differ from the RIDL measure in 
that definition required subjects to supply meaning when confronted 
with a word, while the RIDL task required subjects to supply a word 
when confronted with a definition). 
Phonological Processes and Vocabulary Acquisition 
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The next area of interest concerned the relationships among the 
underlying phonological processes and word learning. Overall, RAN, a 
lexical access task, as well as PROC and REPET, memory tasks, 
consistently emerged as the most important of the processing variables. 
These tasks were able to make separate contributions to different 
aspects of vocabulary acquisition and facility. 
During the learning stage, the area in which the reading group 
differences seemed to be strongest , one lexical access task (RAN) and 
one memory task (PROC) made significant contributions. Together 
these variables accounted for 13% of the variance in TRIAL and 18% of 
the variance in ERROR. Both of these tasks relate to the overall 
capacity of a verbal working memory 'buffer' which holds material for 
quick retrieval. This type of a task is analogous to the word-learning 
procedure, which required children to listen to a set of words and 
definitions and then retrieve the target words. 
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The REPET task alone was a significant contributor to the long-
term recall task accounting for 15% of the variance, demonstrating the 
importance of phonological memory and assembly to the ability to 
accurately retrieve items which have been stored in the lexicon. This 
interpretation is strengthened when it is considered that REPET also 
accounted for 17% of the variance in the RIDL task, a measure which 
also required subjects to retrieve the correct phonological form of a 
specific lexical item from long-term memory. 
Definition (a semantic outcome on which the reading groups were 
not significantly different) was predicted by different phonological 
processing variables in the short- and long-term conditions. PROC 
accounted for 6% of the short-term definition scores , while REPET 
accounted for 8% of the long-term definition score. This is most 
probably due to the proximity of the short-term condition to the 
learning tasks. Over the long-term, the REPET task alone accounted 
for a significant percentage of the variance . 
Finally, the contributions of memory and lexical access to 
Recognition were considered. Over the very short term, the PROC and 
RAN tasks together accounted for 11 % of the variance. In the long-
term condition however, none of the variables were able to make 
significant contributions to perform ance on this task. This result may 
be due to the negligible contribution of these variables to long-term 
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recognition. Alternatively, the task may have been compromised due 
to the format of testing which asked the children to complete this task 
last, after they had been exposed to both the words and the definitions. 
Phonological Tasks: Patterns of Contributions 
These three tasks (RAN, REPET, PROC) have all been found to 
distinguish good and poor readers in a variety of studies. For instance, 
RAN tasks have distinguished poor readers from both skilled readers 
and students with other types of disabilities (Denckla & Rudel 1976b, 
also see Wolf, 1986). The REPET task has emerged as the best 
predictor of reading in this and other studies (Snow ling, Goulandris, 
Bowlby & Howell, 1986; Stone, 1992). Differences in the PROC and 
similar tasks have also been found to distinguish skilled and less-
skilled readers (Baddeley , Logie, Nimmo-Smith & Brereton, 1985; 
Daneman & Carpenter, 1980; Futran sky, 1991; Siegel, 1988; Siegel & 
Ryan, 1989; Perfetti, 1985). 
In addition, these tasks are related to achieved vocabulary and 
vocabulary growth. The REPET task has been shown to be related to 
both vocabulary growth in children (Gathercole & Baddeley, 1989) and 
to the ability of children to learn names (Gathercole & Baddeley 1990). 
The PROC task has been shown to be related to vocabulary in adults 
(Baddeley et al, 1985) and to the ability of adults to learn the meaning 
of new words from text (Dan eman & Green, 1986). 
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The current study has further elucidated that ways in which 
these skills and abilities may be related to aural word learning. First, 
verbal working memory capacity, and a 'buffer' in which words are 
accurately held, is most highly related to initial learning stages. At 
this point, subjects are retaining phonological forms and associating 
them with meaning. In addition, the ability of the simpler RAN task to 
make modest but significant contributions in the word learning process 
is notable; it underscores the importance of basic phonological skills, 
such as rapid assembly, to a complex learning task. 
REPET also proved to be a significant contributor to vocabulary, 
and it is important to note that this task was related to long-term 
measures. This task, which involves phonological assembly as well as 
immediate memory, made contributions to the long-term recall task, as 
well as to the long-term measures of achieved vocabulary. 
Interestingly, REPET was related to the PPVT-R, a measure which 
does not require production. This result supports the link between 
these measures described by Gathercole and Baddeley (1990). It also 
underscores the necessity accurate phonological representations to 
vocabulary achievement. 
In sum, these phonological processes are able to account for 
modest significant portions of the variance in word learning. Although 
relationships among the variables were not as strong as expected, they 
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support the hypothesis that factors other than experience enter into 
vocabulai-y growth. In addition, these results are parallel to those 
which demonstrate a link between phonological processes and reading. 
This is important as it builds on the premise that the difficulties 
experienced by poor readers are phonological in nature and affect 
language areas other than reading. 
Furthermore, the relationships among the experimental tasks 
and standardized measures of vocabulary, as well as the consistent 
patterns of underlying contributions to both experimental and 
achievement measures, suggest that the study parallels actual 
vocabulary acquisition. Although the learning task itself was artificial, 
the words learned appear to function as true lexical items. This 
reinforces the construct validity of the experimental procedures, and 
makes it more likely that results will generalize to more natural 
situations. 
Practical Implications 
The results of this study raise many practical issues. For 
instance, some of the methods used to test knowledge in school may 
penalize poor readers more than good readers . Production tasks 
assumed to be more difficult than recognition tasks for most students, 
may be even more detrimental to poor readers. This would make it 
more difficult for them to demonstrate knowledge of a concept, even 
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when their levels of knowledge are similar to those of their peers. This 
conclusion is supported by studies which have found that production 
measures are more taxing to those with reading disabilities, as well as 
results which indicate that poor-readers have greater knowledge of 
words than they are easily able to demonstrate in recall tasks. (Kahmi 
et al., 1991; Rubin et al., 1989; Simmons & Kameenui, 1990; Snowling 
et al., 1988). 
Also, given equal opportunity to learn aurally encountered words, 
poor readers will probably learn less than better reading peers. It can 
be expected that they are at a disadvantage when new vocabulary is 
encountered in the context of an oral presentation. Recorded text, 
sometimes supplied to poor readers to lessen reading demands, may 
need to be modified or often repeated for them to be able to incorporate 
new vocabulary and take in information. Pre-teaching vocabulary may 
also be important, particularly as verbal working memory also affects 
listening comprehension (Futransky, 1991; Mann et al., 1989). 
Some of these concerns may be addressed by greater depth of 
processing of vocabulary with poor readers. This may assist them to 
incorporate semantic information, which they may be better able to 
retain and draw upon. Vocabulary training that has emphasized depth 
of understanding has been shown to improve both vocabulary 
knowledge and speed of lexical access (Fawcett & Nicolson, 1991: 
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McKeown, Beck, Omanson & Perfetti, 1983). This approach may 
therefore be doubly beneficial. 
Finally, it may be particularly important to teach word retrieval 
skills and strategies to poor readers. It is interesting to note that 
phonological awareness training, which has been efficacious in teaching 
poor readers decoding skills, also seems to assist with word retrieval 
(Rubin et al., 1991; Wing, 1990). 
A more subtle practical implication concerns the relationships 
among reading skill, vocabulary development, and IQ. Vocabulary 
knowledge and facility with words is a major component of the WISC-R 
and WISC-III, the most popularly used test of cognitive abilities for 
children. It is reasonable to expect that the memory and phonological 
deficits which underlie reading disability also affect vocabulary and 
general verbal performance on IQ tests. Indeed, for poor readers, 
method of vocabulary testing (receptive, productive) and age are 
differentially related. At young ages, poor readers obtain lower scores 
on productive, but not receptive vocabulary tests (Curley, 1993; 
Snowling et al, 1988). However, at older ages differences are found on 
receptive as well as on productive measures (Curley, 1993; Vellutino 
and Scanlon, 1987). 
Considered together, these finding suggest differential stability of 
IQ for good and poor readers. And, in accordance with this expectation, 
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studies have found that the Full Scale IQ scores of learning disabled 
children do in fact decrease over time (Anderson, Cronin, Kazmierski, 
1989; Bauman, 1991; Schmidt, Kuryliw, Saklofske, & Yackulic, 1989). 
Therefore, it is conceivable that IQ tests do not measure quite the same 
level of reasoning for poor readers and their better reading peers, and 
that differences in what the test measures widens with age. This adds 
further weight to the arguments against using the IQ - achievement 
discrepancy to place children in remedial programs (e.g., Rispens, van 
Yperen, & Duijn, 1991; Seigel, 1989 ). 
Limitation of the Current Study and Directions for Research. 
Additional research to further explore vocabulary acquisition is 
needed. The present study had limitations which left vague areas and 
unanswered questions . First, the amount of variance accounted for in 
word learning was significant but modest. It may be that this was due, 
at least in part, to the variability of the measures. Unstable measures 
which are not normally distributed are unlikely to be able to make 
strong predictions. It is therefore important to ascertain that the 
pattern of results will continue to be found. In addition, inclusion of 
other factors related to natural word learning (e.g., experience with 
text, IQ, parental education, auditory perception) as well as to 
expeiimental word learning (IQ, method of training, acoustic 
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perception) may help to identify additional significant factors in 
vocabulary acquisition. 
Further, it is necessary to refine the operationalization of lexical 
access. The word generation task was an unsatisfactory measure, 
which did not primarily tap word retrieval skills. Conceptual problems 
about the use of RAN as a measure of lexical access also arose. This 
task requires subjects to quickly name a set of randomly repeating 
pictured objects. In order to be sure that the subjects have the item in 
their lexicon , they are asked to name one example of each picture 
before the test begins. Naming the pictures the first time requires 
retrieval from long-term memory. This means that the words have 
been primed, and become more accessible. Indeed, it could be argued 
that the RAN task mainly taps phonological assembly and the capacity 
of a verbal working memory buffer. Confrontational naming may be 
closer to the construct of lexical access than RAN tasks. 
Second, questions about the learning and retention process also 
remain. In this study all subjects learned the words to criterion before 
semantic knowledge was tested . Poor readers therefore heard the 
words and definitions paired more often than good readers. It would be 
interesting to see if there would be reading group differences in 
semantic knowledge if both groups heard the words and definitions 
paired the same number of times. 
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Also, it is unclear whether the poor readers had an accurate 
phonological representation they could not produce, or whether they 
had only a fuzzy representation the y were able to recognize in isolation. 
This might be ascertained by presenting subjects with a correct and an 
incorrect version of the word and asking them to select the appropriate 
one. 
A more natural study, which takes place in classrooms, is 
advisable. This would indicate if the correlations found between 
predictors and outcomes would be strengthened or diminished in an 
every day classroom setting, and if consideration of practical outcomes 
is indeed warranted. Because the results of this study indicated 
significant but small relationships, the necessity of ascertaining that 
results are meaningful, as well as significant is heightened. 
Research that incorporates different methods of teaching words 
and ways to increase sensitivity to the phonological structure of words 
(e.g., morphological training), could be useful in suggesting educational 
practices which could beneficial to all students and to specific groups of 
students. However , finding effective means to instruct children with 
the typical memory and phonological deficits of poor readers is 
particularly important. 
In conclusion, the questions answered and raised by this study 
are intriguing. Results indicate that the observed differences in 
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vocabulary between good and poor readers are not caused solely by 
differential experience with print. Nor do they occur simply because 
good readers have a broader linguistic base of morphemes on which to 
build; differences occurred when novel words were taught using an 
aural-oral design. Memory, particularly the phonological components of 
working memory, has been implicated as contributors to these 
differences. 
These results will hopefully lead to a better understanding of 
both memory and language processes, as well as assist us to 
understand reading-disabled students and their abilities. Indications 
are that the phonological processes which underlie reading deficits also 
contribute to vocabulary problems. Therefore, some of the questions 
raised add to the controversy surrounding the concept of using IQ tests 
incorporating vocabulary components as estimates of verbal 
comprehension ability for. reading-disabled students. 
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Appendix A 
Nonword Repetition Task (Gathercole & Baddeley, 1989) 
Name _______ _ Age __ _ Date __ __ _ _ 
1 Dopelate 21 Pristoractional 
2 Glistering 22 Underbrantuand 
3 Pennel 23 Trumpetine 
4 Defermication 24 Sladding 
5 Contramponist 25 Commeecitate 
6 Hampent 26 Tafflest 
7 Reutterpation 27 Loddenapish 
8 Perplisteronk 28 Barrazon 
9 Blonterstapin 29 Commerine 
10 Sepretennial 30 Empliforvent 
11 Detratapilling 31 Thickery 
12 Glistow 32 Voltularity 
13 Frescovent 33 Versatrationist 
14 Bannifer 34 Rubid 
15 Stopograttic 35 Brasterer 
16 Woogalamic 36 Diller 
17 Ballop 37 Pennerifu l 
18 Confrantua lly 38 Bannow 
19 Fenneriser 39 Prindl 
20 Altupatory 40 Skiticult 
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Appendix B 
Familiar Word Span 
Name 
Date 

































Sentence Span Test 
Examiner: You will listen to groups of sentences read aloud. After you 
hear each sentence, you will decide if the sentence is true or false. If 
the sentence is true, you will say "true ". If it is false, you will say 
"false". After you hear all the sentences in a group, you will hear a 
tone. After the tone you will repeat back the last word from each of the 
sentences in the group. You do not need to say the words in order. 
For example, if you hear this group of two sentences, "Many shirts have 
buttons." and "Dogs meow." , you would say true after the first sentence 
and false after the second sentence. Then you would say " Buttons, 
meow" because they are the last words heard in each of the sentences 
in the group. 
You will be doing two things at the same time. After you hear each 
sentence in a group you will say if it is true or false. Then, after you 
hear the tone, you will repeat the last words from each of the sentences 
in the group. Do not ask questions about the sentences. If you are 
unsure of whether something is true or false, just make your best 
guess. Lets try another practice group. This group will have two 
sentences. "Apples are red. Zebras are purple." 
Subjects need to be told the size of the sets they will be listening to on 
the tape. "You will be listening to groups of 2 sentences", et cetera. 
Repeat this direction prior to beginning the sets of three, four, and five 
sentences. 
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Discontinue after the subject fails to recall the final words in all three 
trials of a given set size. 
Scoring: Total number of items correctly recalled, regardless of order. 
Sets of two: 
1. People buy many things in 
stores. 
2. Wax candles grow in gardens. 
1. We see colors in a rainbow. 
2. Owls are a kind of insect. 
1. As plan ts grow, they get longer 
roots. 
2. At night we sleep in school. 
Sets of three: 
1. Magnets attract things made of 
metal. 
2. A beach is covered with sand. 
3. Good friends never talk to each 
other. 
1. We milk cows to get eggs. 
2. The weather is always the 
same. 
3. We see ourselves in a mirror. 
1. We learn to read in school. 
2. Eagles are protected by laws . 
3. People drink out of forks. 
Sets of four: 
1. Glaciers are found in the 
desert. 
2. New York is a large city. 
3. It doesn't rain in the summer. 
4. Food helps your body stay 
healthy. 
1. The pilgrims sailed the ocean 
on ships. 
2. Animals do not drink water. 
3. A fire always gives off heat. 
4. Apples can be picked up with 
magnets. 
1. Earthquakes can be very 
dangerous. 
2. Soap is used for getting dirty. 
3. In autumn trees grow new 
leaves. 
4. Bears like to eat honey. 
Sets of five: 
1. Sun can burn your skin. 
2. We have snowstorms in the 
summer. 
3. There are seven days in a week. 
4. Elephants are bigger than flies. 
5. The world is flat like a plate. 
1. Most fish can fly in the air. 
2. Bicycles are faster than planes. 
3. A clock is used to tell time. 
4. There are 12 months in a year. 
5. Ice cubes are made in an oven. 
1. A turtle has a hard shell. 
2. Pencils have erasers on the end. 
3. The moon is a ball of fire. 
4. Rocks can float on water. 
5. Plants and trees are living 
things. 
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Sentence Span Protocol 
Name _________ _ Date _________ _ 
Score 
---------
Score = number of words recalled regardless of order 
SETS OF TWO # of Words 
A. stores___ gardens __ _ 





SETS OF THREE 
A. metal __ _ sand. __ _ other 
---
B. eggs. __ _ same __ _ mirror __ _ 
C. school. __ 
SETS OF FOUR 
laws __ _ forks __ _ 
A. desert__ city ___ summer __ _ 
B. ships . ___ water ___ heat. __ _ 
healthy __ 
magnets . __ _ 
C. dangerous __ dirty___ leaves __ _ honey __ 
SETS OF FIVE 
A. skin_ summer__ week__ flies ___ plate __ 
B. air __ planes __ time __ year __ oven ___ _ 
C. shell_ end __ fire __ water __ things __ _ 
Total 
Appendix D 
RAN & GEN Protocol 
RAN (RAN WORDS ARE PLACED ]]\I THE ORDER ]]\I WHICH THEY APPEARED ON THE CHART). 
NAME 
T IME ERRORS 
----- ---
ROWl: 
KEY HELICOPTER SCISSORS UMBRELLA CLOCK 
- - - -
CA.'1ERA_ SCISSORS_ KEY_ UMBRELLA_ HELICOPTER_ 
ROW2: 
CLOCK SCISSORS_ UMBRELLA_ CLOCK_ KEY_ 
HELICOPTER CAlvIERA CLOCK KEY SCISSORS 
- - - - -
ROW3: 
CAJ"\1ERA UMBRELLA KEY HELICOPTER SCISSORS 
- - - - -
KEY UMBRELLA CAJVIERA_ SCISSORS_ UMBRELLA_ 
ROW4: 
CLOCK CAlvIERA HELICOPTER CLOCK KEY 
- -
CLOCK SCISSORS HELICOPTER KEY CLOCK 
- - - -
ROW5: 
UMBRELLA_ HELICOPTER_ UMBRELLA_ SCISSORS_ CAJ"\1ERA _ 
HELICOPTER _ UMBRELLA_ SCISSOR8_CLOCK _ Ck"\1ERA 
ROW6: 
HELICOPTER_ SCISSORS_ CAJ"\1ERA _ UMBRELLA SCISSORS_ 




TIME TO FIFTEEN ANIMALS 
----












Appendi x E 
a bird that is ugly, hairy, and angry, 
an island which is dark, noisy, and flies above the 
ocean 
a fish who is smart, helpful, and talks 
a planet which is tiny, square, and purple 
a spaceship which is round, voice controlled, a'nd fast 
an animal that is a large, scary-looking, and friendly, 
rain that is soft, bouncy, bubble-form 
robot fuel that grows as oily, metal berries 
Training 
During training sessions the examiner used the following introduction 
and procedures. 
Examiner: "As you know I'm making up a game using a robot named 
Robie; I would like you to play the game and then tell me what you think 
about it. Robie is going on an imaginary journey to an imaginary planet. 
He will bring information about the planet back to the scientists on Earth. 
To do this he must enter the information about what he finds into his 
memory banks. But sometimes Robie forgets the names of things. Your 
part in the game is to tell Robie what he needs to remember. Would you 
like to try the game?" 
After the child's consent was obtained, s/he was introduced to the 
experimental words as follows. 
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Examiner: "I am going to tell you about some of the things that Robie will 
see on the planet. After you learn about them, you will be able to help 
Robie." 
Block I 
"Robie may meet a Taysum. Can you say that word, Taysum?" 
[Any mispronunciations were con-ected at this point] "Taysum is a 
fish that can talk, it is very smart, and it also likes to be helpful." 
"On the planet there is a place called Rabbin. Please say Rabbin. 
[correction if necessary] Rab bin is an island that flies in the air above 
water, it is dark there and very noisy " 
"Robie will be seeing some unusual things, won't he? I'm sure I have 
never seen anything like them! Let's see if you remember the things that 
Robie will see." 
"What is the smart, helpful, fish who talks called?" lconfirm, con-ect or 
supply word if necessary] 
"What is the name of the dark and noisy island that flies above the 
water?" 
[confirm, con-ect or supply word if necessary] 
"Good! now let's practice them again. They are so very unusual that it 
will be helpful to practice them a bit more. Ready?" 
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"On the planet Robie may see Rabbin. Rabbin is an island that is dark 
and noisy. This island flies above the water " 
"And, Robie may see a smart fish. It is helpful and can talk." 
"Are these strange sights different from what you have seen on trips? 
Robie will certainly have some stories to tell when he gets back. Let's go 
through the words again." "What is the smart, helpful, fish who 
talks called?" [confirm, correct or suppl y word if necessary] 
"What is the name of the dark and noisy island that flies above the 
water?" [confirm , correct or supply word if necessary ] Every child will 
have at least two learning trials. 
By the end of the block child would have provided the correct answer on 
two consecutive trials. Trials were continued as above until the criterion 
was reached. Between the teaching segment and the quiz segment there 
was a filler section consisting of a question to the child and a statement 
by the examiner. 
After the first block of words 1 and 2, the second block of words 3 and 4 
were taught and quizzed in the same manner . When the second block had 
been learned to the criterion of two consecutive correct trials, all four 
words were quizzed. If errors occurred, the appropriate two word block(s) 
were retaught. 
Training ceased after all four words were correctly produced in the four 
word quiz. Words 1, 2, 3, and 4, were taught in the first training session. 
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Words 5, 6, 7, and 8 were taught in the second training session. Training 
ended when all four words had been learned. 
Definition testing 
Immediately after both blocks of words had been presented, the 
examiner asked for the definition of each word . Example: "What is a 
Taysum? Tell me everything you know about Taysum". A score was kept 
of the number of definition components which the child produce for each 
word. 
At the end of this task, any incorrect pairings of words and definitions 
were corrected . This was done by pairing the elements of the given 
definition together with the correct target word. For example, if a child 
said a Taysum was an ugly, talking bird the correction was as follows: 
"There was something that you had twisted. A Glate is an ugly bird, it 
is something else that talks." No further teaching of the words was 




In the Games, the subjects heard a robot describe what he encountered on 
the imaginary planet. During the course of each game the robot asked the 
subjects to supply the four words learned in the training session. 
Examiner "Now that you know the names of what Robie will find, we can 
play the game. Robie is going to tell you what he sees on his imaginary 
journey. Sometimes he may ask you questions. Answer the best that you 
can. Even if you aren't quite sure, try to help Robie out with your very 
best guess." 
When the Robot asked the question the tape was stopped (by remote 
control), to give the child time to answer. If the child did not respond to 
the robot's questions the examiner encouraged with smiles and nods and 
with the prompt "take a guess". Every effort was made to encourage 
responses while ensuring that the situation did not become uncomfortable 
or unpleasant for the child. 
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Arrival script. Hello! I'm Robie, what is your name? [pause for 
response] Are you here to help me? [pause for response]. That is very 
good of you, I may need some help. Maybe we will have an adventure. 
Won't it be exciting to be part of such an important trip? [pause for 
response] I am sure that I will see many interesting things. I am ready 
to go, are you? [pause for response] It is time to take off1 
{spaces noises and lights -generated by robot} 
This journey is going very quickly. I should be able to see the planet 
soon - Yes! there it is right where I expected it to be. What a pretty 
planet, purple and square and so tiny! I must enter into my memory that 
I have arrived, could you help me please? What is the name of this tiny, 
square, purple planet? [pause for response]. 
{noises and lights} 
Well, here I am, I have landed on the planet. Oh, there are so many 
things to see. Don't you think that I am a very lucky robot to be able to 
come here? [pause for response]. I am near a beach. I can see a flying 
island in the air above the water; it is very dark and noisy. I must 
. 
remember this, tell me the name of the dark and noisy flying island [pause 
for response]. I wish I knew how to get over there". 
Little Voice, "Fly to the island! Fly to the Island!" 
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Robot, "Oh my goodness! Someone is telling me to fly to the island, but I 
don't see anyone here. Why, that fish is talking! It must be smart. I will 
do as it says and fly to the island, but first I must remember this fish. 
Help me, tell me what this smart and helpful talking fish is called [pause 
for response]. 
Here I am on the island. It is not so nice here. It is dark and I hear 
strange noises. [scary noises] 
Oh, what could be making that noise? I see, it is a hairy bird. My 
goodness, it is ugly, and also very angry. I must fly away, but first tell me 
- what is the name of the ugly, angry, hairy bird? [pause for response]. 
{lights and sound} 
Boy, I am glad to be off of the island and back on the beach. Oh, I am so 
tired. We have had enough exploring for today. I am going to rest now. I 
can explore again some other day. Do you think you will be back to help 
me? [pause for response]. While I was on the island I found some pretty 
things. Please take one home for a souvenir, it is a little present from me 
to you. 
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Departure script. Hello again! How are you today? [pause for 
response] I have been enjoying my stay on this lovely planet, and have 
collected many things. Do you still have your souvenir? [pause for 
response] It is almost time to go home though and I still have exploring 
to do. I have been waiting for you to return to help me, will you? [pause 
for response] Good, let's go. I have not walked very far on the beach yet. 
Goodness! I see a large cloud in the sky. And something is falling from 
the cloud. Why it is raining bubble s! Oh! They are very soft and bouncy. 
What is this soft and bouncy bubble rain? [pause for response] I must run 
for shelter. 
This cave is a good place to get out of the rain . Oh dear, here comes an 
animal. I am afraid , it is very large and scary looking! He is coming into 
the cave! It is alright, I see now that it is friendly. I must remember that 
I shared a cave with an friendly animal who was large and scary. Please 
tell me his name [pause for response]. 
All of that running used a lot of my fuel up. I must find some fuel, 
those oily, metal berries. There they are, yum! What is the name of this 
fuel that grows as oily, metal berries? [pause for response] 
It is time to go home . I will call my two-wheeled space vehicle and tell 
it to bring me back to earth. You know, I have even forgotten what this 
fast, round , spaceship that obeys voices is called, please tell me its name. 
[pause for response] I want to thank you for keeping me company and 
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listening to me. Please take another souvenir so that you will have a gift 
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